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Economy, Garter failures give Reagan victory
by William Pepper
news editor
Tuesday's presidential election was a surprise to most Americans. The surprise was
not that Ronald Reagan won the election,
but that he won by such an overwhelming
Electoral College majority.
Nearly every poll before the election
predicted a close election. Those predictions were far from correct. NBC declared
Reagan the victor at 8:15 p.m., and Jimmy
Carter conceded shortly before 10 p.m.
Reagan's election and Carter's defeat can
be linked to several reasons. The major
reason was the state of the economy. In
1976, Carter defeated Gerald Ford primarily because of the economy. He termed the
inflation rate and the unemployment rate as
"unacceptable." In 1980 the nation is still
faced with the dual problems of high
unemployment and high inflation. The
American public was obviously dissatisfied
with Carter's economic policy.
The South
There were other elements contributing
to Carter's downfall. Carter's "southern
base of support" probably never existed at
all. In the elections prior to 1976, there was
a definite trend developing for southern
voters, especially southern whites, to support Republican presidential candidates.
It appears that when Carter ran in 1976,
the South went for Carter because he was a
native son. In 1980, the novelty of voting
for a fellow southerner had worn off. This
fact spelled defeat for him throughout the
South, with the exception of his home state
of Georgia.
The North
In the northern industrial states, the
economy was the principal factor. Industrial centers like Youngstown, Ohio,
face unemployment rates of around 12
percent. It is evident by the Reagan sweep
of those states that the voters "voted their
pocketbook."
Another factor in those states was
Carter's failure to win the complete support
of Big Labor. The Teamsters backed
Reagan, as did several other unions. Even
in the AFL-CIO, Carter's support was
weak. To have any chance for victory,

election analysis
Carter desperately needed the support of
these traditionally Democratic voters.
Conservative mood
The apparent conservative mood of the
nation also played a role in Carter's fall
from power. Carter and his "liberal"
policies were apparently in the wrong place
at the wrong time. Reagan's conservative
themes were what the American voters
wanted to hear. As one analyst stated, it
was a "bad day for liberals."
While Carter was too liberal for some
conservatives, many liberals, especially
those who supported Sen. Ted Kennedy
could not support Carter because of his
"conservatism." The Carter-Kennedy split
in the Democratic party did not heal as
Carter had hoped. This was especially true
in New York, a liberal state that went to
Reagan. Even in Massachusetts, the only
state George McGovern won in 1972, Carter
was in trouble and lost probably one of the
most liberal states in the nation.
Ethnic vote
Carter's loss in New York was also the
result, in part, of the alienation of the
Jewish voters. The Jewish bloc remembered
that it was the Carter administration that
cast the first American United Nations
Security Council vote against Israel.
Carter also lacked the firm support
among black voters that he enjoyed in 1976.
Approximately 94 percent of the blacks that
voted in 1976 supported Carter. On Tuesday, he received the support of about 80
percent of the blacks that voted, according
to NBC news analysts. In spite of the
overall high voter turnout in the South, it
appears that many blacks did not vote. The
overwhelming support of southern blacks
played a major role in Carter's 1976 election.
Another traditionally Democratic group

Voter turnout was extremely high in South Carolina for Tuesdays
state and national elections. The state went overwhelmingly for Ronald
Reagan as did every southern state except Georgia. These voters prepare
to cast their ballots at Morrison Elementary School, a local precinct polling place.
that failed to support Carter as it had in
1976 is the Catholics. Carter's stand on
abortion cost him a number of votes on
election day. A large number of Catholics
defected to Reagan because of Carter's
stand against a constitutional ban on abortion and Reagan's opposition to abortion.
Overall, Carter failed to get the support
of the traditionally Democratic elements of
society. He did not get the overwhelming
support that he needed among blacks,
Jews, Catholics or blue-collar workers to
have any chance to win the election.
The Midwest and West
As in 1976, Carter fared poorly in the
Republican strongholds of the Midwest and
West. Carter's only 1980 victory in the
Midwest was in Minnesota, the home of his
running mate, Walter Mondale. In the
West, Reagan swept his "base of support."
In this instance, the poll's predictions were

correct. Carter was predicted to lose in
these areas.
The pre-election polls were wrong in their
prediction of a close race. The race was
never close. A Reagan victory was apparent
long before the polls in the western states
closed. It seems that the undecided voters
decided to support Reagan in the last days
of the campaign.
Another problem with the polls was their
exclusion of the "unlikely voters." The
polls had predicted a small turnout. Most
indications, however, point to the largest
turnout in recent history. Those "unlikely
voters" turned out and supported Reagan.
Anderson myth
Shortly before the election, Carter and
his aides claimed that John Anderson's candidacy would cost Carter the election. This
See LANDSLIDE — page 2

Education center closes after 27 years
by Cindy Powell
staff writer
The Clemson Area Continuing Education Center will discontinue its annual
spring sessions in 1981 after 27 years of
serving the Piedmont area, according to
Mrs. James Waddington, president of the
center.
"We had to be realistic," said Mrs. John
T. Bregger, the center's director. "We were
a non-profit organization, and our only
source of money was registration. When
enrollment dropped, so did our funds, and
with a $5,000 overhead before anyone even
registered, we simply didn't have the money
to continue."
Virginia Shanklin was associate director
of the center. In addition to Waddington,
the 1980 officers were Dr. J.N. Thurston,
vice president; George Nenstiel, secretary;
and Dean B. Bogart, treasurer.
Decline
During its first 10 years, the center had an
average enrollment of over 1,000 persons a
year. In 1979, however, enrollment dropped to 739, and in 1980 it dropped again to
488.

Myra Bregger
Bregger attributes the drastic drop in
enrollment to higher gas prices and an increased number of adult education classes
in the area. "We used to have people come
to our classes from as far away as Georgia.

Now, with gas priced as high as it is, people
think twice before driving that distance.
"Adult education is becoming more and
more popular, too, and classes are springing up everywhere. Now, sewing centers
hold sewing classes and arts and crafts
stores hold art classes. Both Tri-County
Tech and Anderson College have adult
education classes now, too. It is no longer
necessary for people to drive all the way to
Clemson for adult education," Bregger
said.
History
The idea for the center was first formulated in the summer of 1953, in a time
when the idea of adult education was just a
beginning concept. Through volunteer
work by Bregger and other local citizens,
the center was approved by the State Board
of Education, and the first session was held
in the spring of 1954. It was a big success.
"You can't imagine a night like our
opening," Bregger said. "We had the most
horrid weather you can think of, and
besides that, USC was playing Clemson in
basketball. Yet, we were overpowered by
the number of people who came to
register."

That first session offered 18 classes and
the center grew to the 43 offered in 1980.
The courses reflected the changing interests
of the times, from the knitting fad in the
1960s, to the physical fitness craze of recent
years. Quality, however, was emphasized
above all else.
High quality classes
"We never offered a class unless we felt it
was of the highest possible quality," Bregger said. "Because of this, we brought people in who wouldn't have otherwise come to
Clemson. And in some cases we changed
their opinion of Clemson.
"One year, I was sitting in on a public
speaking class, and a woman was talking
about what she had learned in class. 'I'm so
happy about what I've learned in class,' she
said. 'Before I came, I'd heard stories
against Clemson University and so I didn't
think that the atmosphere was right for my
children to come here. The other night,
however, I had car trouble and five of the
nicest Clemson boys helped me out. They
changed my opinion completely.'
"That was what was so great about the
center. It gave so much pleasure to so
many," Bregger said.
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Student elected to school board
by Kirk Taylor
staff writer
A Clemson sophomore, Stephanie Floyd,
has been elected to serve on the Anderson
County District Five Schools board of
trustees. At 19, she is the youngest member
ever elected to the board.
Floyd, an accounting major, says she has
always been involved in politics. "This was
the first public office I've been eligible to
run for since I turned 18. When it came
open, I thought about it for a while and
talked it over with my parents. We decided
it would be a really good step into politics."
She feels qualified for the job because she
graduated from the district's schools in
1979. "It will give a lot more input than
they (the board) would ordinarily have."
Ready for the challenge
Floyd feels that she is ready to meet the
challenge of serving on the board. She sees
"a lot wrong with the current methods, but
we can get something done about them.
There are many things which need to be
changed."
The newest member of the board
describes the board's activities as setting
district policy, approving salaries and hiring
teachers. "The aspects I am most concern-

ed with are in discipline, academics, and
student apathy."
Major problem — discipline
Discipline is a major problem, according
to Floyd. "We need more discipline in the
schools. Teachers are being run over. This
affects education. The students who have to
share their class with a rowdy person are
caught in the middle of this conflict. We
must crack down on the rowdy students."
Floyd believes that much of the problem
is the fault of the student's parents. She
claims that many parents view the school
system as a "babysitting service." The
schools are for education, not for raising
the students.
The accounting major feels that teachers
cannot control drinking and drug abuse in
the schools because of lack of discipline in
the home. "How are the teachers supposed
to control these things if some of the
parents let their children stay out all night
to do these things?"
Student apathy
Apathy is another problem in the school
system according to Floyd. She does not
feel that the system is challenging enough
for students. "We need to change policies
in order to better the attitudes and the in-

... Landslide explored
continued from page 1
argument is pure fiction. Even if Carter had
gotten the votes of all of Anderson's supporters, he would still have lost to Reagan.
The supporters of Anderson probably
would not have voted for Carter even if
Anderson had not been in the race.
There are probably some other reasons
which contributed to Carter's defeat. The
hostage situation in Iran was a source of
year-long frustration for the president.
Another factor possibly involved in determining the election's outcome was the effect of the Carter-Reagan debate held a
week before election. Carter's admission

ihat he had discussed the issue of nuclear
proliferation with his daughter Amy may
have been a irreversible blunder.
Hope for the future
In the final analysis, the major factor in
Reagan's victory may well have been that
the American public felt that he had a more
optimistic view of the nation's future, as
was suggested by Bill Moyers, a political
analyst.
Moyers stated that Carter seemed to have
a spirit of defeatism — a "nothing can be
done" attitude about the problems facing
America. Perhaps the public did elect
Reagan because he gave them hope for the
future.

centives of the students."
She claims that much of the problem is
the reliance the current system places on
memorization. She also feels that some
students are passed through the system
"just to get rid of them. This is why we
should have competency testing, just to
check the levels of the students."
The sophomore claims she decided to
seek the office because of the problems she
saw with the system. "The administrators
and teachers were having problems, but the
students especially needed help in order to
improve." One of the changes Floyd advocates is the use of more advanced
courses.
Active student
The new school trustee was involved in a
variety of activities while in high school.
She worked on her school yearbook and
newspaper, served in student government,
and was a cheerleader. She represented
Westside High School at Girls' State and
returned the following year as a junior
counselor.
Floyd is also a member of the Future
Business Leaders and vice president of the
Anderson County Democratic Party. At
Clemson, she serves on the Dormitory

Stephanie Floyd
Council and conducted Jimmy Carter's reelection campaign on campus.
In her first public office, she will represent approximately 7,500 people in her
division. She feels the job will require "a lot
of research to see what's been done, what's
worked and what hasn't worked. I will also
check on student representation at meetings, as ODDOsed to advisory committees.
There's just so much to be done."

Alumni choose officers
A new president and vice president have
been elected to head the 35,000-member
Clemson University Alumni Association
for 1981.
I.L. Donkle Jr. of Greenville becomes
the association's 49th president. A 1949
graduate with a bachelor's degree in textile management, Donkle is an independent cotton broker.
He has served on the Clemson Alumni
National Council since 1972, representing
the 3,000 alumni in Greenville County,
the largest of Clemson's alumni districts.
A former vice president of the associa-

tion, Donkle replaces Billy G. Rogers of
Dillon. Rogers has been president since
1978.
The new vice president is Leonard C.
Butler of Burlington, N.C. A 1953 Clemson graduate with a bachelor's degree in
textile management, Butler is training
director for the textured woven division of
Burlington Industries.
Butler has served eight years on the
Clemson Alumni National Council and
heads the Clemson alumni district for
eastern North Carolina, which has more
than 1.200 alumni in its ranks.
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It's Richard Brooks' birthday.
Catch his reaction to Ronald
Reagan's election on page 13. (By
the way, the staff wishes you a happy
birthday, you pompous ass.)
Remember this picture from last
week of the Sears building in
Chicago (left)? For more on
Chicago, look to page 11.
The Players' "Buried Child"
review, page 17.
Preregistration info, page 10.

Published weekly since 1907 by the students of Clemson
University, The Tiger is the oldest college newspaper in
South Carolina. The Tiger is not published during summer
school, school holidays, or examination periods.
The Tiger is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press
and an All-American award winner. The Tiger is also a
member of the South Carolina Press Association — Collegiate Division and presently holds the title of best college
newspaper in South Carolina.
Second class postage paid at U.S. Post Office, Clemson,
S.C. 29631. The mailing address is P.O. Box 2097, Clemson,
S.C 29632.
Subscription rates are $7.50 per year and $4 per semester.
Local and national advertising rates are available upon request.
The editorial and business offices of The Tiger are located
at room 906 of the Edgar A. Brown University Union. The
telephone numbers are business, (803) 656-2167, and
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Mon.-Thurs. 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Fri. 9:30 a.m. - 7:00
Sat. 9:30 a.m. - 5:30
phone: 638-5257
Sweater Bonanza
wool blend crew-neck
sweaters. Values to $18
CLOSET PRICED M2.90

Cable knit cardigan
sweaters — values to *24
CLOSET PRICED s16.90
Also, cowl neck sweaters
M6.90 • M7.90

Weekend special on corduroy pants
Western style jeans with 5 pockets
or Dutch Boy style with 2 front patch pockets
reg. $19
ON SALE NOW M0.90
A large selection of plaid shirts — s5.90 • s12.90

MAIN STREET

WALHALLA

Panhellenic Association
invites all Clemson
women interested in
open sorority rush to
call the office of Student
Life at 656-2153 weekdays between 8 a.m. and
4:30 p.m.
Deadline — Tuesday,
Nov. 11, 1980, at noon.

Open Sorority Rush
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Board of Visitors set for inspection tour
by Kirk Taylor
staff writer
The Board of Visitors will inspect the
operations and functions of Clemson
University on Nov. 9-11.
This board, composed of nominees from
the board of trustees, will evaluate the
university in order to inform the public of
the importance of Clemson to the state of
South Carolina and the nation.
According to Joseph McDevitt, an executive officer of the administration, "The
Board of Visitors is required by the bylaws
of the board of trustees. They are all
distinguished citizens who represent the six
congressional districts of the state. They are

briefed on operations at the university and
inspect various departments, colleges, and
administrative activities."
As stated in the bylaws of the board of
trustees, Article VI, "Members of the
board of trustees are urged to submit the
names of two nominees from each of the
congressional districts of South Carolina.
The president of the university will tabulate
the nominations and will invite 13 nominees
to serve."
Board of Visitors
Some of the nominees selected are Henry
Avent, Bennettsville; Herbert M. Byrd,
Hartsville; Rep. Michael R. Daniel, speaker
pro tempore of the South Carolina House

of Representatives, Gaffney; Joe B. Davenport, Anderson; Sen. William W. Doar Jr.,
Georgetown; and Mary D. Dusenberry,
Clemson.
Others are John W. Harper, Columbia;
John B. Hartnett, Isle of Palms; Sen. Alexander S. Macaulay, Walhalla; Leslie G. McCraw, Greenville; Rep. Theo W. Mitchell,
Greenville; Sen. Elizabeth Johnston Patterson, Spartanburg; and Sen. Coleman G.
Poag, Rock Hill.
McDevitt further commented that "one
of the primary areas the board will concentrate on will be the budget, mainly because
of the proposal handed to the state departments to cut back by 7 percent. Of course,

the cut has not been finalized yet.
Visits to colleges
"This year, the Board of Visitors will go
to the Colleges of Engineering, Architecture, Forestry, Nursing, Industrial Management, and Textile Science. They will also inspect the Office of Finance and Budget,
Camp Hope, and the athletic programs. We
will not be able to hit every department in
the two days, since time is a factor. Those
excluded this year will be included next
year," McDevitt explained.
The board will conclude its visit on Tuesday at 2 p.m. The highlight of the visit will
be a banquet to which 170 invitations were
extended.

Solar energy conference
slated for end of week
by Mike Marzec
staff writer
A conference on solar housing will be
held next Thursday and Friday, Nov. 13
and 14, sponsored by the Office of Continuing Engineering Education, the South
Carolina Brick Association and the Governor's Office of Energy Resources.
The conference, billed by George Boozer
of the Brick Association as the "most important conference of its type in the U.S. in
this century," will focus on the techniques
for designing and building homes of the
future.
The conference will deal mostly with the
passive methods of solar heating and cooling instead of the more accepted active approach. Passive solar heating involves the
utilization of the sun without the use of
solar collectors. Landscaping and insulation of homes will be some criteria for the
implementation of passive solar heating.
Boozer pointed out in a telephone interview that the idea of passive solar heating is
not a new one. "The Navajo Indians of the
American southwest used this method of
heating. They would build their 'homes' in
the sides of mountains, with the entrance
pointing south. This would heat the cave
during the day, and the mountain rock
would hold this heat all night long. By the
time the cave became cold again, it would
be daytime again.

"We are very interested in the South
Carolina-Georgia region for this method of
heating," Boozer added. "Our climate, our
terrain, our sun angle are ideal for passive
solar heating."
Optimism
Boozer explained that passive solar
heating is a self-contained system that is
based on the principal of thermal mass in
natural surroundings. He is very optimistic
about this conference and said that "the
eyes of the entire nation will be upon this
meeting. This is the first time that a conference of this type has been held at the
regional level."
There was another conference, held last
year in September, that looked at the
possibility of passive solar heating on a
general level, but it was deemed infeasible
at the time.
This year's conference will have many
professional designers, architects and
builders in attendance. Boozer said that the
climate of the talks will be on a very
technical level, but that anyone interested
may attend.
Guest speakers
Some of the speakers in attendance will
be Richard Munson, director of the Solar
Lobby and Center for Renewable
Resources in Washington, D.C.; Bob Ader,
a principal in internationally known architect Lee Peter Butler's San Francisco

solar homes, like the one pictured above, will be the topic of a conference to be held next Thursday and Friday. The conference will feature
discussions of ways to utilize passive solar energy.
firm, National Energy Conservation Architecture; and Tom Barr, a director of
research with Mad Dog Design and Construction in Tallahassee, Fla., a company
doing work on passive solar homes for lowincome families.
Representatives of the banking industry
will also be in attendance to scout out the
feasibility of the program, which will need
financing from private institutions as well
as the general public.
There are several passive solar homes
already built or under construction in
Charleston, Rock Hill and Clemson, and
the results and progress of these will be

discussed
Boozer said that the cooling of homes is
also an important topic for the conference.
"Our region (the southeast) is very concerned with how to cool homes efficiently as
well as heating, but our summers are longer
and this is where our problem exists."
For anyone who wants to attend the conference, there is a $40 registration fee. More
information is available through the Office
of Continuing Engineering Education at
Clemson. The address is P.O. Drawer 1607,
Clemson, S.C. 29631, or contact J. Karl
Johnson at 656-3308.
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campus bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Society of Women Engineers will meet Wednesday. Nov.
12 at 7:30 p.m. in Riggs Hall. The room number will be posted
later. A representative from Digital Engineering Corporation will
speak.
As a part of the Japanese Film Series, the College of Architecture will present "Divine Renewal of lse Shrine." The film will be
shown in room 111, Lee Hall Auditorium, from 3:35 to 4:45 p.m.
on Nov. 10.

Hotline wants to help. When you need information, or just
want someone to talk to, they'll be wailing. Call 654-1040 nightly
between 8 p.m. and 7 a.m.
Students with vehicles parked in the C-6, C-7, R-3, R-4, R-5
and R-6 parking areas, in the vicinity of the stadium and the coliseum, must move their vehicles the night prior to home football
games.
You are invited to join the activities of the Baptist Student
Union. Meetings are on Sunday and Wednesday nights at 7:15.
The Zoology Club will meet Tuesday, Nov. 11, at 7:30 p.m.
The speaker will be announced. New t-shirts arc for sale.

CLASSIFIEDS
Holiday Smoked Turkey! Orders are being taken now by the
Food Science and Poultry Science Club for Thanksgiving and
Christmas pick-up period. Whole turkey (8-12 lbs. at $2/lb.):
Turkey breast (3-6 lbs. at $3/lb.). For further ordering information call 656-3397/3398 (Food Science) or 656-3162 (Poulty
Science).
Photographer for hire — Portraits, families, athletic events
and special assignments. Good work and reasonable rales. Call
Paul at 654-2561.
Any persons of Polish descent who would like to sit together at
the exhibition basketball game next Thursday, please contact
Mike. Ski or Cindy at 2150.
Found: Ladies watch near bike racks by Long Hall, on Oct. 29
at 10 a.m. Call 7165 to identify.
Person witnessing fight in bathroom of Tiger Town Tavern
Thursday night. Oct. 30, around 10:30, please contact Robert at
654-6777.

The YMCA Annual Fresh Citrus Sale will be held Nov. 10-Dec.
3, with the fruit arriving Dec. 12. Fruit is U.S. No. 1 Grade,
"fresh-picked" and delivered direct from Florida groves. Choose
between naval oranges ($12 per 4/5 bushel carton), Hamlin
oranges, tangelos, and red or while grapefruit ($10 per carton).
Order ai Holtzendorff YMCA Center or call 654-2361.

PERSONALS
To Sue of Berwyn, P.A. — Your body — Now that's incredible! Maryland Admirer.

Wanted: One ticket to Clemson-Carolina game in the student
section. Call 654-4341 after 6 p.m.

Floyd and Emory, Navin has a crush on a beautiful blonde
(named Jennie); stay tuned for more details.

For sale: FENDER amplifier, 1971 Princeton Model, excellent
condition, $75. Call 656-6580.
For rent: New two bedroom, two bath townhouse in
Pendleton. Refrigerator, fireplace with heat regulator, backyard.
Seven minutes from Clemson, S325. Call Greenville 268-1636 or
277-7020 and ask for William Hicks.
For sale: 14 K. gold necklace. 16 inch. 125. Call 6763.
Found: A Timex Automatic wristwatch without a wristband.
Call Cobb at 2150 to claim.

To my Jewish sweetheart — Happiness is being with someone
you love, and with you 1 am always happy. Your friend.

Harriett — are you out of jail yet? you know who.
Farewell to "Duckie". We love you. From Captain Femur and
the Superfriends.
Dicky, happy birthday from the Big Apple! — hp.
Cadet G.C.E. — Write sometime, I need picks help! — Susan
(43-27).
Pat, they were GRRRRREAT! Mad Programmer.
Richie, Happy Birthday, from the "copy desk chief" and Cindy.

CLEMSON STUDENTS

classified ad policy
All classifieds must be printed or
typed and turned in to The Tiger office
(ninth floor above the Loggia) prior to 5
p.m. Tuesday during the week of
publication.
All classifieds must be prepaid. Rates
are as follows:
10C per word with student ID. All
others 20« per word.
Lost and Found notices and announcements from university organizations advertising non-profit activities are
free.
Sixty words is the maximum length for
an ad. Ads of 10 words or less cost $1 for
students, $2 otherwise.
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Sony's M-400B micro-casselte notetaker is a winner in every respect
-especially its size Only Vt of an inch thick the M-40G8 is slim
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lhal lets you make correclions wifhoul creating gaps in your
recording Sony s M-400B-one of our smallest achievements!
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Campus United Way drive tops goal
by Cindy Powell
staff writer
The campus United Way drive held during the month of October was a success according to Nick Lomax, campus campaign
chairman.
"We didn't set a dollar amount type of
goal," said Lomax. "Instead, our goal was
to exceed last year's total, which we did by
several thousand dollars."
Last year was the first time a university
United Way campaign was held at Clemson, and employees gave $11,191 in contributions and pledges. This year's contributions exceeded $14,000.
"The drive was a sucess but not without
the efforts of a lot of people. We had
volunteers from each major college and

division at Clemson University,' Lomax
said. "They helped to get the information
out, and they did an excellent job."
Goals not solely financial
"We wanted to offer employees the opportunity to learn about the United Way
and then give them a coordinator to whom
they could either make cash contributions
or contributions through a payroll eduction," Lomax said. "They made the decision as to their own participation. There
was no pressure for the "employees to contribute."
Lomax also stressed the importance of
the United Way to the community. "Clemson University is an important part of the
community, and by helping the community,
the university ultimately helps itself," he

Student Senate requests
drop date delay
by Van Mattison
managing editor
Student Senate passed a resolution requesting that a decision on the drop date be
delayed until information can be gathered
by the Scheduling Office concerning student
use of the academic grace period.
The resolution, passed at Monday night's
meeting, asks that the university ad hoc
committee on academic regulations delay a
recommendation concerning the drop date
until more data about the drop date can be
gathered by David Fleming, head of
scheduling.
The Senate also voted to recognize the
Golf Club as a funded student organization. The purpose of the organization is to
provide a group for golfing activities. The

club will make it easier for members to find
golfing partners. It will use Keowee Key
golf course and will have special green fees
on certain days.
The group is especially oriented toward
women since Clemson has no women's golf
team..
Cliff Wingard, pro tern of the Senate,
presided over'the meeting in the absence of
Wes Kirkland, Senate president. Only 42 of
70 senators attended the meeting. No other
legislation was brought to the floor during
the meeting.
Debbie Sheehan, chairwoman of the
Academic Affairs Committee, announced
that preregistration will begin next week
and that student government will have a list
of student advisers placed at the Union desk
today.
__

said. "It is also good for universitycommunity relations."
Distribution of funds
The United Way supports local agencies
that help local people. The proceeds of
Clemson's drive will go to community projects in Oconee, Anderson, and Pickens
counties, where most university employees
live. Donors are allowed to specify the programs they want to contribute to in the
county of their choice. Unspecified donations are distributed by a board of directors
according to need.
"The actual drive is over, but we're still
accepting contributions and will continue to
accept them throughout the month of
November for those who still want to
give," said Lomax.

Nick Lomax

Speakers9 Bureau presents
Manson prosecuting attorney
by Dana Hanson
staff writer
The Speakers' Bureau will present Vincent Bugliosi, the prosecuting attorney in
the Charles Manson case (also known as the
Tate/La Bianca murders), on Wednesday,
Nov. 12, at 7 p.m. in Brackett Auditorium.
The lecture will include a discussion of
the Manson case, "family," and
philosophies as well as how followers came
to believe Manson to be Jesus Christ.
Bugliosi will address questions concerning how cult leaders wield control over
followers. This will be related specifically to
how Manson maintained a loyal following,
even after the trial.
Also discussed will be obsession with
cultism: the dangers, the spread and the actions that can be taken.

In entering the Manson trial, Bugliosi
had a 99-percent conviction rate. He has,
since, become one of the nation's most requested speakers.
He is currently working to re-open the
Robert F. Kennedy assassination files in
light of evidence of a second assassin.
Among his literary work is "Helter
Skelter," the story of the Manson case. This
book stayed on the best seller list for a year,
arid the TV adaptation was a top-rated
special. His latest, "Till Death Us Do
Part," is about another bizarre murder case
he helped solve and prosecute.
Bugliosi will be the last lecturer sponsored by the Speakers' Bureau this
semester. Admission is free, and all are
welcome. Also, Mortar Board will host a
reception immediately following at the
Holtzendorff YMCA.

STUDENT TRAFFIC
REVIEW BOARD
Positions now available for the Spring and
Fall Semesters 1981. Applications available in the
Student Government office November 10-14.
Interviews will be held November 17,18, & 19.
Positions are open to all students with a GPR of
2.0 or better.
If you have any questions, call 2195.
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City council orders crackdown
on open display of alcohol
by Tim Hall
staff writer
In response to an irate citizen's complaint, the Clemson City Council vowed to
step up the enforcement of a city ordinance
which prohibits the open display of
alcoholic beverages on the city streets. This
action was taken at the council meeting last
Monday night.
-The citizen complained about "rowdy
drunks carrying open beer on the streets
and bumping into people" on Thursday
nights in front of the Tigertown Tavern.
"Drunkenness is not against the law;
disorderly conduct is. We have ordered the
police department to step up its enforcement of the open-beer law," Mayor
Catherine Smith observed.
The council voted to establish a
municipal court in response to a request
from the state legislature. The court will

provide jury trials for persons committing
misdemeanor offenses within the city limits.
An appointed city judge or a lawyer
familiar with municipal court proceedings
will preside over the court. The motion was
passed on its first reading but will not take
effect until it passes the second reading in
December.
In other matters, Councilman Roger
Owens proposed the creation of a joint
university and city committee to increase
communication between the two communities. Owens stated that the need exists
since "the Highway 93 Committee is now
officially defunct." The council decided to
study the proposal further before discussing
the creation of the committee with university officials.
Also, the council voted to take no position on a request for a liquor license for a
new restaurant in the College Place Mall.

Forensic Union places in final
round of regional competition
by Kirk Taylor
staff writer
For the first time in its history, the Forensic Union placed in the final rounds of
debating and individual events. The group's
success came during competition held at
Appalachian State University in Boone,
N.C.
Events coach Nancy Lafferty and debate
coach Bernard Duffy were pleased with the
performance. Fourteen members of the
organization traveled to Boone, and of
those, there were four debators and nine
participants in individual events.
Lafferty said, "Six of the members placed exceptionally well, which shows that our
Forensic Union is fast becoming a major
power in speaking.
"The best showing came from the team
of Karen Lawling and Bobby Daye, who
placed second in duo interpretation. They

read from 'The Dutchman' by Leroy Jones.
This is the second year they have placed in
this event. They are now qualified to compete in two national competitions," said
Lafferty.
She continued, "Also placing second was
Lemuel Pitts for his dramatic interpretation
of 'Slow Dance on the Killing Ground.'
Also, Tricia Johnson, in her first tournament, won fifth place in poetry interpretation, which had 45 participants." Both
Pitts and Johnson also qualified for a national competition.
Also, Lafferty said, "In debating,
Elizabeth Fairey and Greg McCollough did
well. For both of them, it was their first
debate." Lafferty also commended Gary
Button, Laura Ackerman, Diana Kirk,
Laura Padgett, Steve Moriarity, James
Swafford, and Rick Sturgess for their performances.
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STUDENT SPECIALS
Men'* Haircut Reg. *9 oo

/

00

c53 NeuTStjppJorJi

Includes SHAMPOO AND BLOW DRYING

Women'i Haircut

*8°° to * 1 1 °°

Reg. $10.00 to S13 00

Featuring Famous Brands at Great Savings r

Prices Good Mon., Tues., Wed. Only!
IN THE CALHOUN CORNERS BUILDING CLEMSON

654-2599

J

KEEP THE
HEM
WHEN YOU
HIT THE
STREET.

BriM

*TRY 1
* BOBBIE BROOKS'
*jO MATTHEWS *CRAZY HORSE
University Square Mall * Phone: 654-5277
(Next to Hardees)

15%
V.

J

WE PAY CASH FOR
GOLD AND SILVER
BROKEN JEWELRY
STERLING SILVER
SILVER & GOLD CHAINS

CLASS RINGS
WEDDING BANDS
DENTAL GOLD

Drive a little — receive more for your gold and silver.

Any Marked Gold Or Silver
Mini Class Ring (5 DWT)
Ex. Large Class Ring (19 DWT)
Sony's CFS-45 can do it tor you-givD you superb AM/FM Slereo
listening, plus the convenience of a buiil-m stereo casselte-corder
that means you'll never have to leave your schd sounds behind.
There's even our Automatic Music Sensor feature that lets you skip
ahead lo the next cassette selection ot replay your last selection
auiomahcaliy And a pan ol big high-performance 4" speakers
project fabulous stereo reproduction A special Sony Top-Scan
control panel makes tuning easier than ever, and AC/battery
operation means you can lake the CFS-45 anywhere So groove
when you move and slide when you stride
with Sony'

THE ONE AND ONLY

Small Wedding Band (3 DWT)
Jumbo Wedding Band (8 DWT)

Any Condition Or Quantity
14K
$ 70.00
$ 266.00
18K
$ 54.00
$144.00

10K
$ 55.00
$190.00
14K
$42.00
$112.00

We Are Full Time Gold & Silver Dealers,
We Buy And Sell All Types Of Gold
Compare Our Prices Before You Sell.
& Silver Coins. CALL For Our Latest
Don't Be Misled By Advertised
Buy-Sell Quotes.
Highest Prices.
* ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO MARKET CHANGE, PHONE: (803) 226-3048

Anderson Coins & Collectibles
CAMPUS CAMERA
University Sq. Clemson, SC 654 69QO

106 W. Greenville St. — Across From Osteen Theatre
Hours: Mon. thru Sat. 10-6
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Pamoja recruiting members,
plans presentation
Pamoja, a black cultural organization
formerly known as the Student League for
Black Identity, underwent reorganization
over the summer and is currently recruiting
new members. The word "pamoja" is
Swahili and means togetherness.
The organization's Steering Committee
met this summer, rewrote the constitution
and made preliminary plans for its fall activities. Pamoja-sponsored activities are intended to expose students, faculty and staff
to achievements by blacks, both currently
and throughout history. The group's interests include black people in South
Carolina, the United States and the world.
On Nov. 15 Pamoja will sponsor a Daniel
Hall Auditorium performance by the Spirit
of Life, a group of singer/actors, and solo

actor Terry Benjamin.
Last month, the group, along with the
Pendleton Foundation for Black History
and Culture, sponsored a two-evening
cultural film series.
Pamoja's officers are Roxianne Lee,
president; Forrest W. Cameron, vice president; James B. Hardy IV, treasurer and
Macie Douglas, secretary.
The faculty advisers are Ramando W.
James, Melonie S. Willingham, Mable H.
Wynn, James CO. Nyankori and James H.
Williamson.
The organization is open to all Clemson
students. Those desiring more information
should contact Lee, Carmen Harris, or
Leonard White.

LONNIE'S FISH HOUSE
ALL TYPES OF SEAFOOD
ALSO SHORT ORDERS
(hamburgers, fish, salads, etc.)

Lowe take the envelope at 3:11 Friday morning.
Cantey Richardson, residence area coordinator, was called at 4 a.m., and he said
the matter would be investigated and taken
care of at 7:30 when the guard finished her
shift. According to Richardson, if Lowe
had been accused of stealing the money
while on duty, she could have said she was
keeping the money for safekeeping so no
one else would take it.
At 8 a.m. Wicker called campus police,
and they arrested Lowe.
Lowe also confessed to two additional
counts of petty larceny. She pled guilty and
was sentenced to a fine of $100 or 30 days
for each charge. She is in the process of
paying the fines and made restitution.

CLEMSON VARIETY
AND FRAME SHOP
654-1723

CUSTOM FRAMING AND MATTING

$

2.25

All you can eat of catfish, chicken, country ham, flounder
Open 4-10 p.m. Mon. - Sun.

by Priscilla Bunton
staff writer
A security guard, Sharon Lowe of Crowe
Security, was arrested Friday morning, Oct.
31, and convicted Monday, Nov. 3, of three
charges of petty larceny for stealing money
from the desk in the lobby of Young Hall.
Lowe was stationed at Benet Hall but
came to Young Hall during her shifts to let
residents in after visitation hours.
According to Robin Wicker, a resident of
Young Hall, money was missing from
pigeon holes in the lobby desk on two
previous occasions. Thursday night,
Wicker left $20 in an envelope in a pigeon
hole at the desk. She kept an all-night vigil
of the desk to see if the money would be
stolen, but another resident actually saw

121 College Ave.

THIS WEEKEND
Hamburger Steaks on Special
Family Style:

Security guard arrested,
convicted of petty larceny

$

5.50

ART AND CRAFT SUPPLIES

WICKER

GIFT IDEAS

CROSSTITCH

DRIED FLOWERS AND WICKER GOODS

Highway 93 between Clemson and Central
,

Food for
thought.

College
Graduates
BECOME A LAWYER'S ASSISTANT.
• Program approved by American Bar Association.
• Day or Evening classes available.
• Employment assistance.

Maybe you never thought of textiles as an industry
for research, for technology, for management.
It's not just a basic eight-hour job . . . the textile
industry is an opportunity for scientifically-trained
graduates to use their knowledge and to contribute to
an important industry.
A quarter of the nation's fabrics are produced here
in South Carolina. The textile industry in this state
needs more graduates to fill more jobs —
Could you be one of them?
Find out at the Textile Department.

A Representative from The National Center for Paralegal
Training's Lawyer's Assistant Program will be on campus
on Thursday, Nov. 20, from 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. at the
Placement Office to meet interested students. For more
information contact the Placement Office or The National
Center for Paralegal Training, 3376 Peachtree Road, NE,
Suite 430, Atlanta, Georgia 30326, (404) 266-1060.

Please send me information about a career as a lawyer's
assistant.
Name
Address .
.State.

City

-Zip
■

Phone _
College

■

Yr. Grad.
1981
□ SPRING DAY
Feb. 9-May 8

□ SUMMER DAY
June 11 - Sept. 8

□ SPRING EVE
Mar. 17 - Sept. 19

□ FALL DAY
Sept. 17 - Dec. 15

□ FALL EVE
Oct. 20 - May 8

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PARALEGAL TRAINING
3376 Peachtree Rd., NE
Atlanta, Ga. 30326

404/266-1060
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Program offers cash awards
for humanities studies
The Youthgrants program of the National Endowment for the Humanities will
offer over 100 cash awards across the nation this fall to young people in their teens
and early 20s, including many college and
university students.
These awards will allow them to pursue
non-credit, out-of-the-classroom projects
in the humanities. The deadline for submission of completed applications is Nov. 15.
If you are interested in the program, a
copy of the guidelines is on file at the Place-

ment Office.
The grants, which offer up to $2,500 to
individuals and up to $10,000 for groups
($15,000 for certain high-cost media projects), are intended primarily for those between the ages of 15 and 25 who have a way
to go before completing academic or professional training.
The humanities include such
subject areas as history, ethnic studies,
folklore, anthropology, linguistics, and the
history of art.

it* QUESTION:
M$M
fjg PAYING MORE BUT DRINKING LESS?a*
^ ANSWER:
FOUR PAWS (the drinking alternative)

HOME OF THE 70<p CAN OF BUD
AND THE $2.00 PITCHER
WHO SAYS GETTING WASTED HAS TO COST BIG BUCKS?

THE CHEAPEST & COLDEST BEER
%H
IN TOWN
4&L

A world of careers in Aerospace
for tomorrow-minded college graduates.
See our
representative
on campus
Nov. 19
Our Denver Division has many new
opportunities awaiting college
graduates. Major facilities are located at
Denver, CO.; New Orleans, LA.; and
Santa Maria, CA.
Careers Begin Here
If you're considering a career in
aerospace.you won't find the challenge
greater nor the work more rewarding
than at Martin Marietta. Work in such
exciting areas as Command and Information Systems, Solar Systems,
Space Satellites, and Payload Integra-

tion. Overall, we have over 300 contracts including 4 major contracts over
150 million dollars each extending into
the 1980s. They include the external
fuel tanks for the Space Shuttle, Space
Launch Systems, Titan, Space and Defense Systems including the new generation mobile Missile X.
Opportunities Mow
Within these areas are many entrylevel growth positions that offer
practical experience in the advanced state of the engineering
art. Such fields as • Software • Test •
Propulsion • Thermophysics •
Structures • Mechanisms •
Dynamics • Stress • Materials • Mission Analysis • Product Development • Industrial Engineering •
Logistics • Integration • Systems •
Guidance & Control • RF Systems •
Communications • Data Handling •
Power Systems • Payloads & Sen-

sors • Quality • Safety and Manufacturing.
In addition to job opportunity the
company's comprehensive program of
employee benefits has a financial value
equivalent to approximately forty percent of the employee's income. Included are: Company-paid insurance,
performance sharing plan, retirement
plan, vacation, education reimbursement and long term disability plan.
Interested graduates please contact
Martin Marietta Aerospace. Attn: College Relations, P.O. Box 179 (#D6310)
Denver, CO 80201.
Martin Marietta is an Affirmative Action
Employer actively seeking the Handicapped and Veterans.
National Security regulations require
United States Citizenship.
MAFtTIN MAftlETTA
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SONNY BURGER

SONNYBURGER PLATE
$
2.05
Tea and Coffee Refills no extra charge on all plates
Don't Forget to Visit Our Pool and Game Room
Highway 93
Main St., Central

$100

$250
$500
Amount of Donation

$1000

$2000

The graph above shows the changes that have been instituted in the
ticket distribution for new IPTAY members. The plan will not effect current IPTAY members in any way.

IPTAY changes ticket
priority for new members
out of season tickets this year.
The stadium has permanent seating
facilities for 53,400. Approximately 40,400
season tickets were sold for this season and
some of these season ticket holders sat on
the hill.
The decision to decrease the number of
tickets available for new IPTAY members
will mean "tickets will be available for the
smaller contributors," Turner said. "If we
had continued with the distribution system
as we had, it would mean very big contributors ($1,000 or $2,000 contributors)
would receive tickets and those contributing
$250 would not get any."
The philosophy of the IPTAY board of
directors (which made this policy change),
Turner continued, is to make decisions that
are "best for the entire university, not just
the individual IPTAY holder."

by Helen Pitts
assistant news editor
New IPTAY members will not receive the
same ticket priority as continuing contributors, according to Joe Turner, executive secretary of IPTAY (I Pay Thirty a
Year), the athletic booster club.
This policy change will in no way affect
continuing contributors, however. For example, those who donated $100 last year
and received four season football tickets
and two season basketball tickets will
receive that many once again.
But those contributing $100 for the first
time will receive two season basketball
tickets also, but only two season football
tickets.
This change was necessitated by the
"great demand and limited supply of
tickets," Turner said. The stadium was sold

Need extra money?
Good income from part
time sales on/off campus. Cosmetics and skin
care. Will train. Send
resume to:
The Tiger, Dept. MDM
Box 2097, Clemson U.
Clemson, SC 29632
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WE PAYCASH FOR CLASS
RINGS & WEDDING BANDS

VALUABLE COUPON

EXPIRES DEC. 31, 1980

Super 8 or 8mm Movies
20 Exposure Slides

1

SOUTHEASTERN GOLD EXCHANGE
AGENT NOW STATIONED EVERYDAY INSIDE OUR STORES.
SOUTHEASTERN GOLD EXCHANGE
s the largest gold reclammation company with professional buyers, trained by
company executives in 31 U. S. CITIES.
WE ALWAYS PAY THE HIGHEST PRICES
AND WE ALWAYS PAY THE PRICES
ADVERTISED ... OR MORE! YOU CAN
COUNT ON IT!
We Buy All Kinds of Gold Rings and Gold
Jewelry ... Regardless of Wear or Condition ... It doesn't have to be marked with
The Karat Number... Our Trained Buyers
Can Test And Buy It and Pay You TOPMARKET-PRICES

14K

10K

Mini-Ring. (5 Pennyweight)
Small Ring (8 Pennyweight)
Medium Ring (12 Pennyweight)
Large Ring (17 Pennyweight)
Ex. Large Ring (21 Pennyweight)
Jumbo Ring (25 Pennyweight)
Super Ring (30 Pennyweight)

$55.75
89.20
133.80
189.55
234.15
278.75
334.50

$45.75
73.20
109.80
155.55
192.15
228.75
274.50

WEDDING RINGS
Mini-Ring OV2 Pennyweight)
Small Ring ( Pennyweight)
Medium Ring 4% Pennyweight)
Large Ring (6 Pennyweight)
Ex. Large Ring UVi Pennyweight)

18K
$22.50
45.00
67.00
90.00

CLASS RINGS

112.50

14K
$16.73
33.45
50.18
66.90
83.63

"A Local Business"
36 Exposure Slides
!51

1

$

p<

KODACHROME
ROME-EKTACHROME• EKTACHROME • FUJICHROME
FU
!p

2.89
PRESENT COUPON WHEN

%JM)Mj)WM

FILM TURNED IN

BUYING
ANY GOLD ITEM

I

il

i

MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
SA.rn. ■ or.™.

(Not here today and gone tomorrow,
not just a two day deal in a motel,
but here to stay. I

SHIRLEY'S
SUPERMARKET
Clemson Shopping Center
Clemson, S.C.
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Spring preregistration begins Monday
by Terri Whittle
staff writer

Preregistration for spring semester will be
held Nov. 10-14. Preregistration materials
will be distributed through the academic
departments, as they were last spring.
According to Stanley Smith, registrar,
this method has worked very well. Smith
says he knows of no major complaints that
were made last semester when this method
was first used because of the construction
work being done on Tillman.
Schedule booklets may be picked up at

the University Union information desk
beginning Nov. 7. Students may see their
advisers Nov. 10-14 to pick up their
preregistration materials and have their
schedules approved.
Students who wish to make changes in
their preregistration schedules after Nov. 14
may do so until Dec. 18 at the Scheduling
Office, which is located in E-3A Martin
Hall.
Those who change their majors after Oct.
28 are reminded that their material will be
at the department of their old major.
Students who have preregistered may

TIGER PAW EARRINGS
Handcrafted in 14K Yellow or White Gold
Prices start at
s

17.95

BROCK s

882-8704

mu

E6Rf1LTTc e nfr
Musical
Instruments
and
Accessories
Guitar Lessons

The history department will sponsor a
lecture on Thursday, Nov. 13, at 4 p.m. in
Hardin Hall Auditorium. Dr. John
Wunder will speak on the subject of
"Women Lawyers in the American
West."
Wunder is a professor of legal history at
Texas Tech University.
There is no admission charge for the
lecture, which is open to the public.

12 Exp. Color Film
Developed and Printed
•24 sup $4.29
•36 exp. $5.49

SENECA JEWELERS

Main Street, Seneca

pick up their computerized schedules on
registration day, Jan. 6, 1981.
Students who have selected a college but
not a major will pick up Scholastic Program
Cards from their dean's offices or other
locations as designated by their deans.
Non-degree students will pick up cards
from room 104, Sikes Hall and have programs approved by the assistant registrar,
Frances H. Blair.
Lists will be available at the Scheduling
Office and the Registrar's Office to assist
those who are unsure as to where their
scholastic program cards should be.

Western women
lawyers featured

• Kodacolor
• GAF
• huJ'

(Foreign Film
Not Included)

ijtjxx mm ixix OJUII unit

PRESENT COUPON WHEN \ A
FILM TURNED IN
,)(J

Tell Your
Mother
You're Going
to Study

206 College Ave.
654-4627

ENGINEERS

Amoco Production Company, one of the
Leading Oil and Gas Producers in the U.S.,
seeks innovative and aggressive engineers to
expand its current level of activity. Amoco
will be recruiting here on
See your placement office to schedule an
interview.

When the spirit moves you—or when your
spirit needs moving—move on up to the
mountains and the Waynesville Country Club Inn.

Positions available for B.S. candidates in
engineering in the following areas:

• Drilling
• Facilities
Production Operations |
• Reservoir
Locations available
I following areas:

in

Louisiana

in

the

• Lafayette • Lafce Charles
i
• New Orleans
AMOCO

Any questions
should be addressed to:
G. Max Richards
P.O. Box 50879
New Orleans, Louisiana 70150|
(504) 586-6877

We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer

Nov. 19 & 20, 1980.

During the winter season our 53 year-old resort
is a fantastic place to get together for fraternities,
sororities, clubs, or just a group of friends.
We'll wine & dine you or just make sure
there's a nice roaring fire in the fireplace.
Or, you can study— if it comes to that.
Call or write our "Dean of Recreational Activities"
today, and let us help you set up a special package.
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Two weeks ago, a few members of the Tiger staff journeyed to Chicago
for the Associated Collegiate Press convention — hence the absence of an issue
that week.
The Windy City, appropriately named for the perpetual "breeze" off
Lake Michigan, holds many delights for visitors from tiny Clemson. Since the
purpose of the trip was journalistic, the staff members were pleased to find
close at hand two major newspapers—the Chicago Sun-Times (below) and the
Chicago Tribune—to explore. Another landmark Chicago boasts is the Sears
Tower, the world's tallest building.
Chicago shows another side of itself rarely seen on postcards in its local
establishments and side streets (top left). Several local bars and clubs offer a
wide variety of nightlife. Punk, blues and, yes, the fabled Irish bars are all
there (even though the bartenders don't really sing "Tura-Lura-Lura").
Likewise, the streets range from posh to impoverished within a single block.
An aspect of Chicago remembered with wistful sighs is the food. Early
morning breakfasts of bagels and cream cheese at Mort's Deli (bottom left)
followed evenings of haute cuisine at Doro's—an Italian restaurant where the
waiters actually place the napkins in customers' laps for them. Every palate
and nationality can find its match in the culinary arts of Chicago kitchens.
Dodging taxis and walking through the shadows of huge buildings and
subways is often overwhelming. But the unbounded variety of Chicago only
contributes to the feeling that the whole world is being offered to you.
It's hard not to be a little awed.

photos by mike puidy

Chicago .
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SANDWICH EMPORIUM
in the Mini Mall
Open 11-2, 5-10 Mon.-Fri., 11-5, 5-10 Sat. & Sun

FREE ON-CAMPUS
DELIVERY
5-10 Mon.-Sat.
11-3 Sun.
Receive your food within
45 minutes or get a
FREE drink . . . Why wait

any on

MONDAY NIGHT PIZZA BUFFET
All you can eat — *3.25
LUNCHEON SPECIAL
Gazpacho, tuna, & tea
only n.92
All day, every day

Something for everybody

GAZPACHO, SALADS, QUICHE,
SANDWICHES, PIZZA, SPUDS, & SUDS
654-6895 or 654-7095

Sourdough's . . . why not tonight?
j'j . irp'j'rt'i'rw'i'i t t I'i'j i - i-i .'iv'.'t11

■■^■■■. ,'V."JJ. >■■>■„ JJ1'.
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Seniority rewarded
Last month, the IPTAY board
of directors voted to decrease the
privileges of new members joining
the organization next year.
The reduction in privileges calls
for new members to receive fewer
tickets and lower ticket priority.
The new plan calls for seniority
(based on time and donations) to
become the most important factor
in ticket distribution.
In recent years IPTAY has
grown tremendously, and new
members often have "bought"
their way into the organization by

contributing large amounts of
money in order to get more and
better seats. This change stops this
practice and makes the organization more a group of Clemson
supporters than a group of people
who donate "bribes" in exchange
for tickets.
—
The change is especially
noteworthy and commendable
because it shows some understanding of the idea that college
athletics should not become big
business.

Possible security problem
Late last week, a female security
guard in Young Hall was arrested
on the charge of petty larceny.
Although students complained
about the guard to housing officials, they were forced to call the
university police to arrest the
guard.
Housing officials force a lot of
regulations on the students in
order to promote their safety
Students are forced to live with

visitation hours and escort policies
for their own protection.
Since housing officials force
students to obey these rules, it
seems that they should be concerned when students raise questions about the propriety of a
security guard.
Hopefully, they will screen
guards better in the future and act
more promptly on complaints.

Continuing education ends
For 27 years the upstate area
has been served by the Clemson
Area Continuing Education
Center. Officials of the center
i recently announced that it is
closing its doors.
More than 25,000 people have
benefited from adult education
classes given by the center. In recent years the center's enrollment
declined as gas prices rose and
other groups entered into the
adult education field.
It's unfortunate that circumstances such as high gas prices

have forced the non-profit
organization to discontinue its annual spring sessions; however, the
Clemson area can be proud of its
citizens who have worked hard to
provide this service.
The center's director, Mrs. John
T. Bregger, and associate director,
Virginia Shanklin, deserve praise
for their work. Mrs. James Waddington and other officials that
have served throughout the
center's 27-year history also merit
commendation.
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footnotes
"What's the name of that book? God's Storm Troopers?" — William
Maker, assistant professor of philosophy, referring to Billy Graham's book
about angels.
"This game will be a battle to see who can snatch defeat out of the jaws of
victory." — A Wake Forest graduate commenting last Friday on the upcoming Tigers-Deacons contest.
"Just remember, if this keeps up, Bonzo grew up to be president of the
United States." — Tom Brokaw, NBC newscaster, commenting on Ronald
Reagan's early lead in Tuesday's election.
"Fritz Hollings...has an accent that's more southern than a bowl of
grits." _ Brokaw again, talking about the South Carolina senatorial race.
"Thank God I've got tenure. It means I can tell the truth." — Leonard
Berger, associate professor of psychology, talking about attitudes and attitude
surveys to his Psychology 301 class.

letters policy
The Tiger welcomes letters from its
readers on all subjects. Letters should be
typed double-spaced on a 65-character line.
Letters should be limited to 200 words in.
length. Tuesday at 6 p.m. prior to the Friday issue is the deadline for all letters
Each author of a letter must sign the letter and include his address and phone
number.
The editors reserve the right to edit letters
LSOv!«tl

in poor taste or potentially libelous will be
withheld if a majority of the editorial board
deems it appropriate.
All letters become property of The Tiger
and cannot be returned. A file of letters is.
maintained should questions arise.
Please send toilers to The Tiger, Box 2097
University Station, Clemson, S.C. 29632,'or bring them by the offices at room 906 of |
the Student Union.

letters to the editor

Abandoned cars would make nice dorms
smaller Fiesta or Celica for the top —
would provide ample room for the student.
Taking out a portion of the roof of the
bottom car creates a comfortable, split-level
mobile home, with easy access between
levels.
To top off the luxurious new home, a
coat of bright orange paint is mandatory.
The students who are lucky enough to
reside in the "tin cars" will find that the
life style there is just as fulfilling as life in
the "tin cans."
Grace Campbell

It is appalling to travel along a winding
country road and see a pasture overflowing
with rusty, junked cars. I think that every
Sunday-afternoon driver will agree that the
sight of these horrid pieces of junk detracts
from the beautiful rural scenery, and
something should be done to rid the rolling
meadows of their unwelcome inhabitants.
My proposal is to make the old jalopies
useful _ to transform them into additional
housing facilities for Clemson University
students.
Every Clemson student knows that a
great number of freshmen are "left out in
the cold" when it comes to housing each
fall. Students are forced to pay outrageous
rents for fancy apartments — five miles off
campus. They are confined to the attics of
Holtzendorff YMCA and Fike Recreation
Center, with roaches and rodents of every
species for roommates. Some freshmen may
have the privilege of a 10-by-15 study
room, complete with four concrete walls
and a paper-thin door.
Certainly, my new facilities can be no
worse than what I've mentioned, nor look
worse than the tin pre-fabs that surround
the campus.
All it-would take to make the cars
suitable for living quarters would be a little
remodeling and a nice paint job. Two cars,
stacked one on the other — the bottom, a
nice-sized Lincoln or Bonneville, and a

Appeal help needed
In the Oct. 31 edition of The Tiger, I
read an article entitled "Security Cracks
Bike Theft and Other Cases," in which this
university's security department was lauded.
To begin with, I am permanently partially disabled from a car wreck I had in April
1976. Well, in February 1979 I was verbally
assaulted, physically abused, and illegally
detained by both Chief J.W. Link and
another security guard in this campus'
security station. That incident has not been
legally settled or forgotton by me — and
probably won't be.
And then on Sunday, Aug. 19, 1979,
while on the Lander College campus in

especially in this day and age, when we, as
a country, should be trying to set an example for the rest of the world.
I have to make it plain in my letter that I
am not trying to sell anything to do with
my case because it is against the law for me
to do that, but if anyone does want to
make a donation, I would really appreciate
it. I don't have a lot to offer, but I would
be willing to try to help anyone in his
studies by giving him the details of crimes
that I have pulled and got away with, both
here and in other states.
I have kind of noticed that people think
the way to stop crime is by putting people
that have broken the law in some way, in
prison. It should be kind of evident by now
that prisons just don't work unless you are
just going to lock people up and keep them
in there for the rest of their lives.
Most of the prisons in the United States
I am a prisoner on death row at the
are nothing more than schools for crime, so
Arizona State Prison and have been here
by the time people get out of them, on
for about two years. The problem that I
have is that I don't have any funds to fight parole or whatever, they are worse off than
when they went in. They are also a lot betmy appeal to the federal courts.
I am guilty of the crimes that I am here ter at crime and ready to move on to bigger
and better crimes.
for, and in my appeal, I am not trying to
If anyone is interested, write to Lee
get to the streets, or even a new trial, but
just to have my sentence reduced to life in McVay, Box B-39477, Florence, Ariz.
85232. We are only allowed to receive
prison. I do feel that if a person is convicted of a serious crime, he should have to postal money orders, so please, no cash or
checks, and all help will be appreciated.
pay for it in some way, but I kind of feel
Lee McVay
that the death penalty is a little harsh —

Greenwood, S.C., I as verbally abused and
assaulted, then physically assaulted and
falsely arrested by a security guard there by
the name of John T. Lanford, who was
helped by Lander College Security
Chief Lewis M. Morgan and a third, stillunnamed security guard. Charges were later
dropped.
So while you might feel safe and secure
with a security department on campus, I
suggest you take a second look at security
personnel here because they still occasionally start to hassle me at no provocation on
my part.
Randy W. White

Alleged harassment

commentary by richard brooks

Bonzo goes to the
White House, act one
Give that man with the shoe-polished
pompadour a cigar — one of the good,
old fashioned 10-cent kind.
He cast some Hollywood-simplistic line
about returning to the good old days
when the United States was great, and the
American voting public, almost to a man,
swallowed it. Hook, line, sinker, the
works. Incredible that grown people still
believe in fairy tales, isn't it?
How does Ronald Reagan propose to
balance the federal budget, cut taxes, and
increase defense spending, all at the same
time? With mirrors, suggested The New
York Times.
Well, Washington ain't Tinseltown.
And all the plots ain't worked out in advance there. And sooner or later Reagan
is going to have to speak extemporaneously to somebody instead of working from
prepared scripts.
He has yet to convince this writer that
he can formulate and articulate an intelligent thought on his own. He didn't
throughout the campaign, relying instead
on his press agents and on '50s-vintage
nostalgia.
His flacks went into a dither everytime
he deviated from their carefully prepared
statements. How long can his publicists
cover for him in this manner?
It should prove amusing to watch the
daily onslaught of the Fourth Estate on
President Ronald Reagan, intellectual
flyweight. He will find out the hard way,
why Jimmy Carter looks so old and worn
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and that the simplistic solution often
doesn't work.
It's easy to say, when some Third
World nation thumbs its nose at the
United States, that we should plow 'em
up and plant 'em in turnip greens. But
that is apt to displease somebody's mother
— especially if that somebody is getting
shot at.
And Reagan cannot long delude the
American public that he can please all the
people all the time on all the issues. By
the very nature of American politics, interests conflict; he will find out that he
can't pacify the moral majority and
religious minorities, nor the big-business
interests and those of the labor unions.
Tuesday was a bleak day for liberals.
The fall of such progressive stalwarts as
Mo Udall, Birch Bayh, Frank Church,
Jacob Javits and George McGovern in the
wake of Reagan's landslide was sobering.
No, make that depressing.
As more and more blue lights came on
behind the states on CBS's election map,
a particular Tiger columnist began contemplating the climate in Canada...or
Australia...or New Zealand...or...
But, Ronald Reagan, like Jimmy
Carter, will find out that becoming president, in all its difficulty, is much easier
than actually being president. So that big
show we're all waiting for — "Bonzo
Goes to the White House" — might be
entertaining.
. Ill stick around.
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Capital revealed as nice place to visit but

•

ducks would do for our own library pond.
Free enterprise flourishes at Carolina.
The on-campus bookstore gets competition
from a large off-campus store. This helps
hold its prices below the monopolized
prices we have to pay at the 'Disco
Bookstore.'
But the best thing about USC is that it is
located in Columbia. Never mind that
Columbia is the hottest place this side of
Hades in the summer. Forget the fact that
the downtown section is dying a slow death.
This is the only city that has ever been home
for me, and I like it.
For the peole who don't see Columbia
through my prejudiced eyes, let me point
out some of its more substantial attractions.
Riverbanks Zoo is one of the most progressive in the country. A friend that works
there reports that the psychological barriers
used to keep the animals in their pens
sometimes don't work very well. At different times, wallabies, apes, sea lions, and
even polar bears have escaped into the
spectator areas.
Squirrels and pigeons
Another attraction is the State House.
But if you go there, don't go inside. It's
much more fun to buy a bag of peanuts and
feed the squirrels and pigeons on the
grounds.
Columbia Mall was the largest in the
Southeast for about a month and a half.
Drop by there if you get a chance.
The Five Points -rea has some good bars.

by Mortimer Mudde
staff writer
Just about a month ago, I was visiting
Columbia for a convention. More specifically, I was visiting USC, sleeping in a
motel right across the street from the house
that McGuire built, Carolina Coliseum.
This was not my first trip to The
Metropolis though. In fact, I grew up there.
For this reason, I feel qualified to give a
review of the town for those of you who
have never visited it for any length of time.
Carolina
To begin with, there is Carolina, or USC
for you North Carolinians, or a University
in South Carolina for the Californians in
the crowd. That is the school's (and I use
the term loosely) first problem, you never
know what to call it. When someone says
Clemson, or the cow college, or THE
University of South Carolina, there is no
doubt about which place they speak of.
Carolina's problem is its size. There are
about 21,000 students (and I again use the
term loosely) at South Carolina. It's easy to
get lost in the shuffle there.
Despite all its problems, it has its good
points. It's a good place to take those
courses that are too tough at Clemson.
The Horseshoe is the oldest part of campus and also the prettiest. Take a walk
through it if you ever visit.
Ducks
The reflection pools at South Carolina
have their own ducks. Just think what a few

Greenstreets and Don's are the most longlived. The strangest bar has got to be Group
Therapy. It holds up to 50 people and has a
real moose head on its back wall. It also has
porch swings to sit in and uses milk pails for
lamp shades.
So much for the preliminaries. Pay attention now because I'm about to tell you
about the best place in the whole city.
Greenhole is not a bar, and you don't have
to pay anything when you go there. Greenhole is an old rock quarry that is filled with
water. It is very similar to the rock quarry in
the movie "Breaking Away," where the'
cutters would go swimming, only on a
slightly smaller scale.
Geronimo
One side of Greenhole has a cliff with a
tree overhanging the water. A rope tied to
one of the tree's top limbs is used to swing
out from the cliff, where you can drop to
the water about a mile below. Directly
across from the rope swing is a higher rock
ledge where you can jump or dive into the
water a mile and a half below.
The bravest of the brave go up to a rock
above this ledge to take their leaps. The
problem with this highest rock is that you
have to take a running jump in order to
clear the previously mentioned ledge below.
I have seen some near misses from this spot,
but no serious injuries.
Stories abound about how deep the
quarry is and what lurks in its depths. Someone once told me there was a bulldozer

at the very bottom that had never been
recovered. An old railroad boxcar can be
clearly seen slightly submerged in one corner of the quarry.
If you're ever in Columbia and want to
find this place, here's how. Take 1-26
toward Columbia and get off on the
Greystone Boulevard exit. About a mile
down the road, (you can only take one
direction), you will see a restaurant on the
right. Park in its lot and follow the paths
through the woods behind the restaurant till
you get there. You can't miss it.

Fellowships offered
The deadline for applications for the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and
Southeastern Center for Contemporary Art
(SECCA) grant program for individual artists fellowships for southeastern artists has
been extended to Nov. 15.
There are seven grants of $2,000 each
available for painters, photographers, print
makers, and sculptors.
The applications will be judged by a national selection panel which, because of individual schedules, is unable to meet until
The NEA and SECCA encourage all
southeastern artists to request guidelines
and application forms by contacting the
SECCA by calling (919) 725-1904.

the hort house

Aquaphiliac hardily flourishes

Few people realize that their Philodendrons can actually
bear fruit if fertilized correctly. A proud mom is shown
with her shortstop offspring.

by Susan Glover
staff writer
The genus Philodendron has many
species. This hardy member of the Araceae
or Aroid family is noted for its dark green,
leathery leaves.
Some of the species are too big to be used
as house plants. The leaves of some species
are as tall as the average person and can get
up to 4 feet wide.
Although these monstrosities are just as
aesthetically pleasing as their smaller
counterparts, they are impractical as house
plants.
Some of the more popular species of the
over 275 that are suitable for house plants
are the Split Leaf Philodendron and Sweet
Heart Plant. A helpful hint for growing
Philodendron is to provide a sphagnum
moss covered stake for it to climb around
and sink its roots into. This stake needs to

be kept moist either by watering it from the
top or misting, as Philodendrons love
water.
Some of the smaller species can be propogated by pinching them off and placing
them in a container of water. An attractive
idea is to take some of these cuttings and
put them in a wine bottle full of water.
Most of the larger species are raised from
seed and cannot be propogated from cuttings.
The growing requirements for Philodendrons make them an especially good plant
for dorm rooms as long as they are kept
well watered. The minimum temperature
for Philodendrons is about 55 degrees
Fahrenheit. They like shade and plenty of
water. Keep the soil moist, but be careful
not to over water. An occasional misting is
also a good idea.
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CONSIDERING AN MBA?

Specializing in
CLUB DATES - PARTIES - DANCES

An admission representative from Vanderbilt
University will be on campus
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 17

DR. CEE

to meet with men and women interested in
management careers.

"D.J. OF THE EIGHTIES"
"Ph.D." IN FUNK & BEACH

Please contact:
PLACEMENT OFFICE
for more details and to sign up for a student
information session.
=

=

All students, regardless of undergraduate major, are
Invited to attend
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Solar houses tap energy source of the future
by Hugh Hunsucker
features editor
The USDA Rural Housing Research
Unit, working in part with Clemson University, began doing research on two brand
new solar heated houses about two years
ago. The money to build these houses was
provided by a government grant.
The houses, which are located in front of
Clemson University's dairy barn on Cherry
Road, are lived in by the manager of the
dairy and a dairy extension agent. The rent
they pay to live in the houses is reduced in
return for leading tours of their homes on
two days each week.
Solar greenhouse
The largest house, which can be seen
from the road, is a two-story frame construction and has a solar greenhouse attached to its back wall. In addition to the
greenhouse, solar heat is supplied to the
. house by solar panels on the roof that heat
air flowing across them. The air moves
from the panels down to rock storage bins
in the basement or can be circulated directly
into the house.
According to Dr. Jerry Newman, research leader at the Rural Housing Research Unit, the greenhouse was originally
meant to pay for itself by allowing residents
to grow vegetables during the cold winter
months. The greenhouse is also connected
into the heating system for additional savings.
"The greenhouse performed very well as
a.solar collector. With both it and the
panels working together, 61 percent of the
heating costs for the house were supplied by
the sun last year," said Newman. "It is not
economical if you try to grow vegetables
because it has tob>e heated during the night.
It turned out that it was using most of the
energy that it supplied to storage during the
day to keep it warm at night."
Dirt insulation
The second of the two houses is located
just behind the greenhouse residence. A
very unconventional design was used in its
construction as three walls of the house are
embanked in the earth. The house, called a

Dr. D.P. Miller
solar earth insulated house, also has an
unusual type of solar collector system integrated into its structure.
The collector system heats the air flowing
through the collector plates to temperatures
up to 250 degrees Fahrenheit. This air is
then used to heat water to temperatures as
high as 180 degrees Fahrenheit. The water is
used as either ordinary tap hot water or as a
heat storage system which is called on at
night and on cloudy days to heat the house.
Newman stated that the unusual feature
of having three walls below ground level
allows the heat losses to be held to 50 percent of what would escape from a conventional house of the same size constructed
above ground.
Competitive cost
"The cost of construction for an earth insulated solar house is about the same as that
of a house of conventional construction
without solar heating," said Newman.
"The cost of the solar equipment is offset
by the cheaper materials that can be used in
the three earth walls."
Another solar house in the area is located
almost directly across the street from the
two agriculture department houses. This
house is privately owned, however, by Dr.
Donald P. Miller of the physics department.
Miller designed the house himself and did
much of the finishing work on it also. The
house has 1,570 square feet of floor space
and a small, 324-square-foot apartment at-

SKI COLORADO

$

Thursday Night to Monday Night

This is the rear view of a solar greenhouse residence located
near campus on Cherry Road. The house is a research project of the
U.S. Agriculture Departments Rural Housing Research unit.
tached to the back, where Miller's son lives.
Cooling potential
The solar system in the house is an attic
air heating collection type which uses a rock
bed in the basement to store excess energy
collected in the daytime hours. The house
has the added advantage that the rock
storage can be used to store the heat collected in the living area of the house during
the summer months. This heat is then flushed out at night using the cool night air, thus
providing an efficient cooling system.
"The only thing we can complain about
is that it has been hard to compress
everything we had in 3,500 square feet of
space into less than 2,000 here," said
Miller, referring to his old house.
Miller pointed out that he plans to add a

APPALACHIAN TRAIL OUTFITTERS
612A Greenville Hwy., Clemson
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greenhouse to the front of the house in the
very near future. "I expect to start working
on it over the Christmas break," he said.
Another solar house will soon be built in
the Clemson area. According to Newman,
the federal government has just awarded
them a grant to work on a house incorporating a greenhouse and living area in the
same space.
The temperature in the living area will be
allowed to float with the variations of each
day. Newman pointed out that residents
would not, however, have to live with any
extreme temperatures that occur. A retreat
area will be a part of the house which can be
separately cooled or heated when needed. A
location for the new house has not been
chosen yet according to Newman, but they
are hoping to find a spot near campus.

College Ave.

Clemson, S.C.

MR. KNICKERBOCKER
The Downtown Student Store

FREE
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ROTG labs offer unusual training experience
by C/MAJ Phillip McCaskill
special to The Tiger
The cadet lies down on the poncho and
picks up the M-16 rifle. He locks in a
20-round magazine, puts the rifle on
automatic and squeezes out six rounds.
This is just one of the many topics covered
in labs by the Clemson Army ROTC Unit,
which will complete its fall training
schedule this week.
This unit has completed many different
labs: drill and ceremonies, land navigation,
special purpose weapons, and rappelling.
The. purpose of these labs, according to
Capt. James Stanley, assistant professor of
military science, is to prepare the juniors
for advanced camp and to let the seniors
apply what they have learned at advanced
camp.

column right, column left and counter column.
Land navigation lab was held for a
weekend at Clark Hill. During land navigation, the cadets are taught how to read a
topographical map, pacing, and how to
shoot azimuthes. The cadets also go
through a land navigation course which
consists of locating points by using the skills
they have learned. This lab was highlighted
by being transported from Bowman Field
to Clark Hill and back by a 40-minute
helicopter ride.

Advanced camp
ROTC Advanced Camp is held for six
weeks during the summer at Fort Bragg,
N.C. During advanced camp, the cadet has
an opportunity to be placed in leadership
positions varying from company commander in charge of 250 cadets to squad
leader in charge of 12 cadets. Also, during
advanced camp, the cadets are exposed to
many different topics, including artillery,
M60 machine gun, field leadership exercise,
physical training, signal and squad techniques.
Basic facing movements and platoon
movements are covered during the drill and
ceremonies lab. Once the underclassmen
have learned the basic movements, they are
placed in leadership positions to lead the
cadets. Facing movements include left face,
right face and about face. Platoon movements consist of column movements such as

Comments
The special purpose weapons lab was
described by one cadet as being "informative" and "good hands-on training."
This lab consists of assembly and disassembly of the M60 machine gun and the
M16A1 rifle. The cadets were involved in a

live fire of the M16A1 rifle. Another topic
covered is the LAW (Light Antitank
Weapon). The cadets are taught how to put
the LAW into operation and to properly
engage a target.
The last lab, rappelling, is a lab that is enjoyed by all cadets. The cadets are taught
how to tie a Swiss seat and how to properly
rappel down a cliff.
Cadet Steve Simpson, a junior, described
land navigation as his "favorite lab." He
said that it was a chance to "work together
as a group." Simpson also said that rappelling was a favorite lab.
If you are interested in military science
and would like to find out what it takes to
be a leader, Capt. William Huff invites you
to come by the Army ROTC office or talk
to any senior cadet. The office is located
near the post office under Harcombe.

We're a new kid on
the block and only
213 years old.
THE NORFOLK NAVAL SHIPYARD
college
placement
office

t /A

S

was founded nine years before the birth of our
nation. Founded at the same time was a tradition of excellence in the shipbuilding-repair industry which remains today! This tradition has
spanned events such as the construction of
the Civil War ironclad, Merrimac in 1861-62,
right up to the repair and maintenance of today's modern nuclear powered aircraft carriers
and submarines. We are no longer building
ships but we remain unequalled in our ability to
repair any vessel of today's U. S. Navy, on or
beneath the seas.

The shipyard of the 80's is a modern, dynamic '
industrial marine repair facility offering
"hands-on" experience to today's graduating
engineer. Men and women who enjoy being
challenged by the most sophisticated technology available in industry. Engineers who expect to move up in
the organization as a result of their efforts. Engineers who
expect their salaries to increase along with their responsibilities.
The shipyard's recruiters plan their first visit to
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
Thursday, November 20,1980
A General Information Meeting will be held on
Wednesday, November 19,1980
We are looking forward to meeting and talking with you, today's
graduating engineers, about the excellent career opportunities
available at the shipyard. Visit your Placement Office and make
an appointment to find out for yourself what a career at the
Norfolk Naval Shipyard can offer you!

or write
Mr. L.B.Austin
Code 170.3 NK
Norfolk Naval Shipyard
Portsmouth, Virginia 23709
Call Collect: (804) 393-7340

NOT GRADUATING?
Give the shipyard a call about our
ENGINEERING COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM.
Ask for Gayle Richardson at (804) 393-7321.
Please call collect!
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entertainment
theater review by kehh mattison

Glemson Players skillfully
execute 'Buried Child'
"Buried Child," the Clemson Players'
latest production, is sometimes funny,
sometimes very confusing and sometimes
frightfully serious. It is well written and
well produced.
The Pulitzer Prize winning play was written by Sam Shepard. It is a comedy/tragedy
with intense emotion. The characters are
funny but, at the same time, sad because
they lead such pitiful existences.
Setting
The play is set in a rural Illinois
household. The once prosperous farm is
now in shambles. No one works the fields,
and the house is falling apart.
At one time, the people of the farm were
proud. Now they have the respect of nobody, especially themselves. They reached
their present state through an act of
murder.
The story behind the play's events is
never very clear. After an incestuous affair
with her son Tilden, Halie had a baby. The
child was drowned in the sink by her husband, Dodge, and buried in the back yard.
The family
The family becomes an assembly of losers
who fear the mention of the dead baby.
Dodge is a cynical old man who is too sick

to leave his couch. He spends his days
coughing, smoking and sneaking drinks.
John Baker plays Dodge superbly. He
makes Dodge seem like the helpless victim
of the rest of the family even though Dodge
has caused most of his own troubles.
Halie, played by Pat Haskell, is a
hypocritical old bag. When she is in the
house, she talks constantly, usually about
her favorite son, Ansel. She also sermonizes
and tries to act holy. It is evident that she is
candidate either for mother of the year or
for the Temperance Union.
Players
The two sons in the play are Tildon and
Bradley. They are played by Alan Tanner
and Michael Dempsey, respectively. Tildon
is a giant who is childlike in action and
thought. He is the easiest character to pity
because he is so innocent. Bradley is a bully
who gets a rush from intimidating people.
He is helpless if someone finds (or takes) his
Achilles' Heel, however.
The saner characters on stage are Vince
and Shelly, played by Michael Tierney and
Ellen Hull. Vince is Tildon's son who has
been away from home for six years. Shelly
is Vince's girl friend. The arrival of the two
and the family's reaction is the center of the

Shelly offers a cup of boullion to Dodge in the Clemson Players' production of "Buried Child." The pair is played by Ellen Hull and John Baker.
The play will be staged tonight and tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in Daniel
Auditorium.
plot.
The cast is rounded out by Mike Osborne
as the minister, a character that is out of
place in more ways than one.
The theme of the play is how the family is
trapped by the sins of its past. The family
self-inflicts most of the pain it is suffering.

It will always be that way.
The play will be staged tonight, Nov. 7,
and Saturday, Nov. 8, at 8 p.m. in Daniel
Auditorium. The production is free to
students with their IDs and $1 for everyone
else.
The play is directed by Clifton Egan.

Mime has ability to leave audience speechless
by Dana Hanson
staff writer
Mime artist Trent Arterberry will perform on Thursday, Nov. 13, at 8 p.m. in
Daniel Auditorium in the second of the Performing Artist Series' presentations.
The event is sponsored by the Cultural
Committee of the University Union, with
support from the South Carolina Arts
Commission.
The production opens with Arterberry's
"Mechanical Man," moving to satirical
pieces such as "Rock Star," "Football
Heroes" and "Daddy Babysitting."

Marcia Kiessling, assistant program
director of the University Union,, said, "A
lot of his mime is light comedy...I really
think that college students will appreciate
it."
Though much of the performance is comedy, the serious pieces are, more often than
not, the provocative ones. "War" depicts
the evolution of the same, beginning with
the caveman's first club and progressing to
the detonation of the atomic blast.
Audience participation
Arterberry relies on audience participation during his performance. In "Disjointed" he involves the audience by passing around an imaginary joint and getting
high with members.
At the St. Louis Playboy Club, the
amount of interaction increased when,
from a table of participants, a badge was
flashed — the participants were undercover
policemen — and Arterberry was hauled
away in imaginary cuffs.
Later in the show, an audience member is
brought on stage to become half an improvisational mime duel.
Special effects of recorded sound, strobe
lighting and fog making are used along with
a soundtrack in parts of Arterberry's
90-minute production.
Biography
A native of Los Angeles, Arterberry
developed interest in mime when seeing
Marcel Marceau appear on the "Ed

Sullivan Show." He apprenticed himself to
a local mime after high school graduation in
1970. After two years, he moved to Boston
and performed with the National Mime
Theatre.
His break came in 1976, when he appeared on the album cover of the PousetteDart Band. He then performed with the
group. Others he has shared the stage with
include Billy Preston, Buddy Rich, the
Kinks and Jean Luc-Ponty.
He's often referred to as the "maverick"
of his profession because of his ability to
overcome obstacles of the art. Boston
Globe's Terry Knopf writes of him:
"I don't like mime, but I do like Trent
Arterberry — a young, gifted, off-beat
mime who obviously sees himself as an
entertainer, who is not afraid to break
rules, who realizes that by taking some
of the mystery out of mime, it becomes a
more meaningful experience ... Arterberry left me speechless."
His unusual performances have occurred
in the Playboy Club Disco, New England's
Aquarium Deep Ocean Tank and a hockey
arena. In addition, he has guest starred in
"Park St. Under," a half-hour TV comedy,
and was the subject of a news feature that
received an Emmy nomination.
Tickets
Tickets for the event go on sale at 7 p.m.
Kiessling suggested that those without
tickets wishing to attend arrive early to be

Arts Council shows exhibit

Trent Arterberry

The Anderson County Arts Council is
pleased to host the Anderson Art Association's Sixth Annual Membership Exhibit
Nov. 2 through Nov. 21.
The juror for the exhibition will beJeanet S. Dreskin of Greenville. Dreskin
is a graduate of Newcomb College. She
received a graduate Medical Arts degree
from John Hopkins University and a
Master of Fine Arts Degree from Clemson
University.

Dreskin's paintings have been exhibited
in France, Italy, Germany and throughout
the United States. Her work has received
major awards in numerous exhibits and is
included in museum, university and public
collections. She has had 33 single artist
shows.
Gallery hours at the Arts Center are
Tuesday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

assured admittance since the last series sold
out and last year's mime was the best attended of the series. Individual tickets are
$2.
She also noted that this is the last opportunity for the purchase of season tickets.
The season tickets are $7.50 and are
available at the Union information desk
during regular hours.

Pianist
performs
Richard Collins, concert pianist, will be
performing in Central at Folger
Auditorium of Central Wesleyan College
Saturday, Nov. 15, at 8 p.m. This performance is under the sponsorship of the
Pickens County Arts Commission, with
assistance from the South Carolina Arts
Commission and the National Endowment for the Arts.
Tickets will be available at the door, but
for those who would like to purchase
them in advance, they are available in
Pickens at the Mary Stokes Shop; Clemson, Lynch's Drugs; Liberty, R&J Shop,
Community Drug Store and Kelley's
Jewelry and Easley, Frierson's Drugs.
In an effort to make this performance
available to old and young alike, students
and senior citizens will be admitted free.
The commission has also arranged for
transportation to and from the concert for
senior citizens in several of the communities.
For transportation in Easley, call the
First United Methodist Church, 859-4584;
in Six Mile call Mrs. Milton Alexander at
868-2280 or Mrs. Eranda Bradshaw at
868-2901; in Pickens call R.C.
Stewart at 878-9446 and in Central call the
Central Lions Club, Alton Newton, at
654-3081.
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3-D movies: History comes back
by Mike Puldy
staff writer
Beginning Dec. 5, the "Creature From
the Black Lagoon" will show at a local
theater. Released in 1954, this film is one of
the last of a wave of films that captured the
imagination of the Americans. However,
"Creature" is not the everyday, run-of-themill movie; it is a 3-D film.
History
Originally called stereoscopic viewing,
3-D technology has existed since the late
1800s. In the early 1950s Milton Gunzburg
and his brother Julian utilized the 3-D
technology for motion picture purposes.
They invented a process by which 3-D images could be recorded on celluloid for
viewing in a theater.
With the help of Polaroid, which in-

vented the half red-half blue glasses used
when viewing a 3-D movie, Gunzburg
marketed his product. His first movie, entitled "Bwana Devil," was released through
United Artists and was instantly a success.
Other movie production companies including MGM, Fox, and Paramount began
to jump on the 3-D movie bandwagon.
In addition to 3-D movie companies,
consumer marketing industries exploited
the 3-D fad. Three-dimensions Publications
of Boston published a 24-page booklet based on the TV series "I Love Lucy." Complete with the Polaroid glasses, this book
make pictures jump to life. Also,
restaurants offered 3-D chili, and a
2,000-seat theater in San Fransisco designed
especially for display of 3-D movies was
built.

Demise of 3-D
Almost six months after the 3-D process
had been publicly released, the audience
grew tired of wearing the funny
glasses; moreover, the public began to lose
faith in the whole 3-D process. By the end
of 1953, theaters no longer would exhibit
3-D movies.
These movies of the '50s have not been
lost in the dusty archives of film companies.
They are being redistributed to theaters
around the country for a new generation of
audience. Although these film companies
are not expecting any large profits from 3-D
films, people today have a chance to view a
phenomenon that had an entire nation
wearing funny, paper glasses.

Poetry read
Poet Jim Petersen will read selections
from his works "From the Cord: Twelve
Poems and Short Stories" and "Separation" Tuesday evening, Nov. 11, at 7:30
at the Pickens County Art Museum.
The reading is the second in a two-part
program from the South Carolina
Reading Circuit, sponsored locally by the
Pickens County Arts Commission.
Anyone interested is encouraged to attend.
Petersen holds bachelor's and master's
degrees and a doctorate from the University of South Carolina, where he studied
with James Dickey. In 1976 he won the
Academy of American Poets Award while
at U.S.C. and in 1978 received the Frank
Durham Creative Writing Award.
The Reading Circuit is a project of The
Artists' Resource Forum in Columbia and
is available to libraries, colleges, arts
councils and other organizations.

WAR
GAMES
Dungeons & Dragons, TSR, SPI, Avalon
Hill, Game Designers Workshop, Yaquinto,
OSG, dice, lead miniatures, hex-sheets,
military models, R. C. cars, tools, paint —

HOBBIES - BICYCLES

THE GREAT ESCAPE
1426 Laurens Rd.
Greenville, SC 29607
235-8320

2740 E. North Ave.
Anderson, SC 29621
226-4579

106 North Clemson Avenue, Clemson, South Carolina 29631

■ f GRAND \
*° OPENING
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8
9 A.M. - 9 P.M.

COSMETIC TANNING BOOTHS
APPROVED BY FDA:

with the
NEWYashicaFX-3
• Easy to read LED symbols for perfect
exposure. . . which also gives you
exposure compensation capability for
creative results.
• A lightweight and compact SLR.
• Accepts all Yashica ML, YUS and famous
Carl Zeiss T* lenses.
• 35mm photography at an economical
size and SPECIAL

INTRODUCTORY PRICE!

$

149.95

Limited Quantity at this Price

CAMPUS CAMERA
University Sq. Clemson, SC 654 6900

Listen up, guys and gals. Come visit the Super
Quick tanning booth and watch your wildest dreams
come true right before your eyes—yes, it's General
Electric's and Westinghouse's newest, most modern
efficient booths available today. The quickest, easiest
and safest way to get a tan and keep it all year 'round.
There's nothing else like it. Make your friends envy
you at Christmas or mid-summer. Just takes a few
minutes each time you come in.
You will not blister or promote aging of your skin.
Anything you can do in the sun you can do with
General Electric's and Westinghouse's new cosmetic
tanning booth.

VERY PRIVATE:

. These booths are designed with the utmost
craftsmanship. Not only can you tan in the nude, but
you don't even have to wear sunglasses.
Also, the Super Quick tanning rays help promote
healing of eczema, acne, psoriasis and other skin impurities.

Don't Forget To Register
For A Free Prize
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY MALL
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FREE FLICK:
VOUK UNION MtTE a. UB

presents

VIPER

Nov. 7 & 8, 9 p.m.
50$

"GOODBYE, MR. CHIPS"

Fall Day Hike
to Table Rock
Nov. 9
ljil [It II

Nov. 9, 8 p.m.
"Y" Theatre

sign up Union
Info. Desk

COLLEGE
BOWL
MATCHES

Video:
"Gladys Knight and
the Pips with
Ray Charles"

Nov. 12, 7-10 p.m.
Senate Chambers

thru 16th
.Just Dropping

"Y" Theatre

Jafimdk
CandrtcworKs

"SIMON"
Nov. 10-12
"BRUBAKER"
Nov. 13-15

Are i ominsj
Your _.r
Way

The Union Art Gallery
is looking for Art Work
to display. For more
info, check at Union
Desk.

6:45 & 9:00 p.m.
$1.00

.OUBI^-O" M.U CIL*

presents

"CAFFREY
BENEFIT"
Nov. 12, 9 p.m.
donations

cu

CLEMSQW

Performing Artist Series
presents

the GUTTER presents

"PIERCE
TRENT ARTERBERRY PETTIS DUO"
Nov. 13, 8 p.m.
Daniel Auditorium
Tickets $2.00

UNIVERSITY

UNION

8 p.m. Nov. 13
50$

I
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North Carolina Tar Heels in a regional TV game this Saturday in Death valley.

trailing the tiger by cobb oxford

Tigers must open up to defeat the Heels
On paper, this Saturday's game looks
like a complete mismatch. Clemson has
been struggling since the Georgia game and
has posted five wins in its first eight games.
North Carolina breezed through its first
seven games before running into the Oklahoma Sooners last Saturday. The Tiger-Tar
Heel tilt is scheduled on regional television
to begin at 12:35 p.m.
The whole game rests with the Tar Heels.
If they come into Death Valley ready to
play, the Tigers will have about as much
chance for survival as an ice cream cone on
a hot July day. If North Carolina comes to
Clemson still licking its Sooner wounds, the
Tigers could pull off an upset that would
stun the Atlantic Coast Conference and
knock the Heels farther down in the national rankings.
Is North Carolina over-ranked? The Tar
Heels did take a beating last Saturday that
they will not soon forget, and that left national polls no choice but to drop the Heels
down in the rankings. But, until the Oklahoma game, no one had laid a glove on the
Tar Heels, inside or outside of the ACC.
The 41 points given up by the Tar Heels
against the Sooners doubled the amount
that had been scored against them in the
first seven contests.
Senior-oriented team
North Carolina is a senior-oriented foot-

ball team, and the Heels have been the
favorites for the ACC football crown from
the first day of fall practice. The Heels have
a lot of weapons, both offensively and
defensively, that can cause the opposition
to wince and cuss.
Since 1976, North Carolina hasn't beaten
Clemson, and the '76 game was played in
Death Valley. Tar Heel running back Mike
Voight tallied on a long touchdown run late
in the game, to beat the Tigers. Since 1974,
the Tiger record has been 4-1-1, including
two wins and a tie in Chapel Hill.
Because of their record of the past few
seasons against Clemson, the Tar Heels
have been pointing to this game since
August. They want a victory, and they need
a victory to run away with the ACC title. A
loss would drop them into a tie with Maryland, with Virginia and Duke left on the
1980 ACC menu.
There is a possibility that the Tar Heels
might take the Tigers lightly. After all,
Clemson has done nothing to impress
North Carolina, and you can just imagine
the snickering that might be going on in the
viewing of a Clemson scout film, especially
if they were watching the Duke game. It
might be logical to assume that the Tar
Heels will put the ball in the air more than
they usually do this Saturday. The only

touchdown the Tar Heels scored against the
Tigers last season came on a pass to Amos
Lawrence.
What about the Tigers? What do you do
when you barely hold on against Wake
Forest and then return home to play the
most powerful team in the conference?
Those and many other interesting questions
will be answered Saturday on regional
television. Is it possible to regroup after a
win? Yes. Clemson played well during the
first three quarters of last Saturday's game
before pulling a big folding act in the fourth
quarter.
Deciding factor
The biggest factor for the Tigers will be
the number of turnovers they have during
the course of the contest. If they give North
Carolina too many easy chances, the Heels
could turn the scoreboard upside down. If
the Clemson mistakes are limited, the
Tigers could remain in the game to the end.
Homer Jordan to Perry Tuttle has become a top-notch passing combination, and
they combined 10 times against Wake
Forest last Saturday. The 10 receptions by
Tuttle tied a school record, and he continues on the path to breaking Jerry
Butler's all-time records.
Clemson will have to open the game up if
it is to have any measure of success against

the Tar Heels. It will not be able to run up
the middle or around the ends against the
Tar Heels. Jordan will have to throw the
ball to loosen the North Carolina defense.
If they have scouted the Tigers, they know
that Clemson prefers the fullback and
sweep running plays. Clemson will have to
pass to stay in the game.
This is a key game for the Tigers as far as
the rest of the season and its overall success
is concerned. A win would assure Clemson
of a winning record for the fourth consecutive season and a chance for a small
bowl bid. A loss would leave the Tigers with
more doubts, a road trip to Maryland and a
visit from the confident Gamecocks — not
a very pleasant situation if you happen to
be a young team looking for a winning
record.
This game should be no-holds-barred and
caution-into-the-wind as far as the Tigers
are concerned. This could make, their
season or break their backs for good. If
Clemson uses the running game exclusively,
it will get pounded. With a mixture of plays
the Tigers will have a chance. They certainly
have nothing to lose, and they should run
down the bank and play like there is no
tomorrow. If the Tigers lose, it could doom
them to a losing campaign.
A win would shed new light on things.
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Colson's crew cops
conference crown
by Bond Nickles
staff writer
For the second time in three years, Coach
Sam Colson's cross country team has captured the ACC championship.
The Tigers dominated the ACC meet,
held in Winston-Salem, N.C., last Saturday, finishing in positions one, three, four,
eight, and 11 for a total score of 27.
"We are very happy to win the ACC,"
noted Colson. "But the major part of our
season is yet to come," he said, referring to
the national finals.
Clemson's closest rival was N.C. State
with a score total of 45. Virginia,
Maryland, North Carolina, Duke, Wake
Forest, and Georgia Tech followed with
scores of 94, 113, 127, 128, 202, and 216,
respectively.
Top runners
"Our top six runners really ran well,"
Colson said. "They all rose to the
occasion."
Hans Koeleman became the ACC cross
country champion by winning the meet in
under 30 minutes — the only sub-30-minute
time of the meet.
Virginia's Mike Cotton took second
place, 20 seconds behind Koeleman.
Terry Goodenough and Julius Ogaro of
Clemson held down third and fourth.
Terry Goodenough and Julius Ogaro of
Clemson held down third and fourth.
Ogaro developed a painful muscle pull in
his side midway through the race but refused to quit.
Jim Haughey, in only his second race of
the year, captured eighth place. And David
Kirk, a half-mile specialist, finished the six-

mile course in 11th place.
Confident
Colson admits that the runners were confident before the meet. "Sure, we expected
to win. There was no way we were going to
lose unless somebody got hurt," Colson
said.
Prior to the ACC meet, the Tigers had
compiled a perfect 3-0 record against
Georgia, Georgia Tech, and perennial
power Tennessee winning by decisive
margins. Because of their achievements,
they are currently ranked 18th nationality.
Colson believes, however, that his team
could climb as high as 10th after the next
polls are out.
Nationals
The nationals have been on Colson's
mind all season. He says that Terry
Goodenough's training has been geared
solely for the nationals. Otherwise, he may
have finished higher in the ACC meet. The
Tigers must first make it through the
regionals at Furman, however.
"It's tough to judge teams," noted Colson. "But I think that this team's number
four runner would have been number one
four years ago."
Lady Tigers
Colson also coached the women's cross
country team to a fifth-place finish in the
regionals, barely missing a bid to the nationals. Colson stated that this region is the
toughest in the country for women, several
teams being in the top twenty, including last
year's national champion, N.C. State. Cindy Deuarte qualified for the nationals on an
individual basis, however. The nationals
will be in Seattle on Nov. 15.

MUSICIANS

PRE-REGISTER FOR:
CONCERT BAND - MUSIC 362 (1 hr. credit)
SCHEDULED TO MEET FROM 5:00 to 6:30
p.m., Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
SPRING TOUR PLANNED.
JAZZ - LAB - BAND - SPONSORED BY THE
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC AND TENTATIVELY SCHEDULED TO MEET ON
THURSDAY FROM 5:00 to 6:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY CHORUS - MUSIC 365 MEETS MONDAY AND WEDNESDAY AT
4:40 IN ROOM 217, DANIEL. ALSO,
SPRING TOUR PLANNED.
THE FOUR-THIRTY THURSDAY SINGERS
MEETS AT 4:30 ON THURSDAY IN
219 DANIEL.
FOR MORE INFORMATION:
BAND: BRUCE COOK OR MARK FISCHER
AT 3380
CHORUS: WILLIAM CAMPBELL AT 3453

It's almost that time again
Lady Tiger guard Debra Buford goes up for two points in Wednesday
night's women's basketball scrimmage against Erskine
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Ibrahim is ready to finish season
by Cobb Oxford
sports editor
Clemson head soccer coach I. M.
Ibrahim has suffered some peaks and
valleys during the 1980 soccer season. At
times, his Tigers found their old winning
form. In other games, however, Clemson
looked like it had never laid foot on a soccer ball.
But the biggest valley for Ibrahim this
season has been the realization that there
will be neither a trip to the playoffs for his
team this season nor an Atlantic Coast
Conference championship.
"It will feel very unusual ending the
season on Nov. 9," Ibrahim said. "This
was one of the most disappointing seasons I
have ever had."
Clemson got a bad start this season when
it received the news that several top recruits
would not be coming to Clemson to play.
"I had no time to replace them," Ibrahim
said of the missing recruits.
The Clemson soccer team started at half
strength and stayed in that position until
the injuries began to mount.
Still, Ibrahim had playoffs on his mind
until the Tigers fell to South Florida in
Tampa, 2-1. "South Florida was an atrocious team. That loss is one I will never
forget. There is no way we should have lost
that game. It was the first overtime game we
have lost since 1973," Ibrahim said.
Other lows
Also among the big disappointments this
season was the loss to Duke in Durham,
3-1. "We were not the number one team
when we played them, but I could not con-

vince my team that we were not number
one. It was a very poor effort," Ibrahim
said.
The Duke loss only crippled the Clemson
ACC title chances, but the 1-1 tie with
North Carolina ended up to be the killing
blow. North Carolina State, a team that
Clemson defeated early this season, plays
Duke this weekend. If the Wolfpack wins,
it will win the ACC title for 1980. If Duke
wins, the Tigers still have an outside chance
at the championship. But, it is a slim
chance.
Injuries have disabled the Tigers during
the final few games of the season, with
Nnamdi Nwokocha and Richie Finneyfrock
suffering leg injuries. Nwokocha has played
only 15 minutes in the last three games,
while Finneyfrock, a senior defender, is lost
for the rest of the season.
"I was very sad when Richie was hurt, to
end his season. He deserved to finish the
season because he had improved tremendously this season," Ibrahim said.
"I prefer this season be quickly forgotten. If I have many more like this, I think
that I will hang up coaching. I can not stand
to be associated with an average team.
Clemson is a great institution and deserves a
consistent winner, and I believe that soccer
is that program," Ibrahim said. "I am not
interested in mediocre teams, only in a top
notch program."
Playoff feelings
'If we can not go all the way in the
playoffs, I would rather not go at all. The
only reason I would like to go is to continue
our streak of playoff participation,"
Ibrahim said.
Clemson's playoff chances can best be

Clemson vs. Polish Nationals
Basketball — Thursday, Nov. 13,
7:30 p.m., Littlejohn Coliseum

After a heavy recruiting year, Ibrahim is
looking for the Tigers to make a comeback
next year. "We are not going to be fooling
around next year. We will be going out to
get revenge," Ibrahim said.
"I told my players at one point this
season that I would have no one disgrace
the jersey they were wearing because no one
will disgrace a tradition," Ibrahim said.
"We have made an effort and tried hard."
"Damn good coach"
"When this season started, we were going to find out what kind of coach I was. At
times, I have been a damn good coach. At
other times, I have not been so good,"
Ibrahim said.
The Tigers beat Furman Wednesday, 2-1,
to run their record to 11-3-2. Clemson will
close out its season Sunday afternoon with
a 2 o'clock game against Virginia at the soccer stadium.

described as almost nonexistent. But there
is a ray of hope. The Tigers are currently
seventh in a tough region. Alabama A&M is
number one in the region, and it will most
certainly get a bid.
Besides the second bid that will go out in
the region, there is a possibility that a wild
card bid will be handed out. Clemson must
hope for this wild card. It is the only chance
it has. "I do not know what the committee
will decide in this case. We will just have to
wait and see," Ibrahim said.
High points
Three of the most gratifying moments for
Ibrahim this season came with victories
over North Carolina State, Old Dominion
and South Carolina.
"The win over South Carolina was
especially nice since we were playing at twothirds strength and they were playing at full
strength," Ibrahim said.
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CLEM
2775
626
4.4
346.9

OPP
2299
\ 544
4.2
287.4

RUSHING YARDS
Attempts
Yards Per Rush
Yards per Game

1547
458
3.4
193.4

937
323
2.9
117.1

PASSING YARDS
Attempts
Completions
Had Intercepted
Completion Percentage
Yards Per Attempt
Yards Per Completion

1228
168
79
12
.470
7.3.
15.5
153.5

1362
221
122
7
.552
. 6.2
11.2
170.3

1512
39
38.8
2
34.8

1701

PUNT RETURN YARDS
Number of Returns
Average Return

150
21
7.1

154
15
10.3

INTERCEPTION RETURN YARDS
Number of Interceptions*
Average Return

74
8
9.3

329
13
25.3

TOTAL RETURN YARDS
♦Includes one fumble return

224

483

TEAM STATISTICS
TOTAL OFEENSE
Total Plays
Yards Per Play
Yards Per Game

PUNTING YARDS
Number of Punts
Average Punt
Had Blocked
Net Punting

36.2
3
33.0.

CAMPUS CAMERA
University Sq. Clemson, SC 654-69O0

COLLEGE PLACE
1/2 PRICE HAIRCUT SPECIAL
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
With this Coupon, 9:30 a.m. -12 noon

Women
Men
Children
Under 12

Reg.
Short »11
Med. *13
Long $15
^10
*7-*ll

Now
*5.50
*6.50
*7.50
$5.00
$3.50*5.50

New location beside Astro III — 654-5501
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-2
OFFER GOOD THROUGH NOVEMBER 26

427
25
17.1

436
22
19.8

157
92
49
16

127
57
60

70-631

52-579

28-15

22-12

KICKOFF RETURN YARDS
Number of Returns
Average Return

1980 CLEMSON FOOTBALL STATS
(5-3 Overall; 2-2 in ACC)

TOTAL FIRST DOWNS
By Rushing
By.Passing
By Penalty
PENALTIES
FUMBLES (No-Lost)

PUNTING
Hendley
Sims
CLEMSON
Opp

No-Vds
33-1326
4-186
39-15-12
47-1751

20

28.

TOTAL TURNOVERS

Avg
40.2
46.5
38.8
37.3

Ret
+ 50
4 10-82
1 3-72
515-154
421-150

Net
37.7
28.5 .
34.8
33.0

CLEM

TEAM SCORING
TOTAL POINTS

158
20.5
15
10
4
I
19-25
1
13-13
1-2
0-0

By Rushing
By Passing
By Return
Field Goals
Safeties
PAT-Kick
PAT-Pass
PAT-Run
SCORING BY QUARTERS
Clemson
Opponents

LP
65
51
63
53

32
20

61
39

26
57

19
8
8
3
9-13
1
15-16
0-3
0-0
45
42

—
—

and WANS-FM

PHOTO
CONTEST
Nov. 1, 1980 through Jan. 31, 1981

GRAND PRIZE—
Best of Show:
Nikon F2 25th Silver Anniversary
Edition with 50mm f 1.4 lens
In both color and
black & white categories —
1st Place: Fujica sound movie camera
2nd Place: Minolta Weathermatic 110 camera
3rd Place: Toshiba ES 30 electronic flash
Rules, details, and entry forms available at

Campus Camera

164
158
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Glemson will try to stand in front of Tar Heel express
,V3 * I1 O

Defense
Ford called the UNC defense "the
most impressive part of the team. They play
Clemson coach Danny Ford expects the with enthusiasm; they knock you back; you
University of North Carolina Tar Heels to don't go forward," he said.
Strong points for the Tar Heel defense
be ready to play Saturday in Death Valley.
are linebackers Darrell Nicholson, ACC
The Tar Heels are trying to redeem
themselves in light of a 41-7 trouncing by rookie of the year in 1978, and Lawrence
Taylor, along with tackles Donnell ThompOklahoma last weekend. They are also
son and Harry Stanback and free safety
hungry for a win against Clemson after failSteve Streater.
ing to win their last three match-ups with
Before the Oklahoma game, the UNC
the Tigers.
defense was first in the nation in scoring
Ford said that the Tar Heels are "overall
defense, third in rushing defense and
the most solid team w^ play all year. They
fourth in total defense.
have very good personnel," he added.
Possibility of victory
Tar Heel offense
Despite the fact that the Tar Heels will be
Offensively, the Tar Heels have "great
ready to play Saturday, Ford feels the
team speed," said Ford. Tailbacks
Tigers can win.
"Famous" Amos Lawrence and Kelvin
"We're going to have to play well to beat
Bryant, with fullback Billy Johnson, are
them. I believe if we don't make mistakes,
major reasons UNC leads the ACC in total
you're going to see a different football team
offense.
out there—in orange," said Ford. "We've
. Lawrence is 10th on the NCAA all-time
made more mistakes than the law allows—
rushing list. He also is within 232 yards of
mistakes that don't allow you to win,
becoming the second player in NCAA
mistakes that allow you to beat yourself."
history to break 1,000 yards in four conFord expects UNC to try to confuse the
secutive years. Tony Dorsett was the other.
Tigers. "Six out of eight teams have changed
Besides being a great runner, Lawrence is
their game plan when they played
also a clutch receiver for the Tar Heels.
Clemson," said Ford. "They find a new
Back-up tailback Bryant is the team
way to confuse us and major in it. We try to
leader in rushing touchdowns, with seven.
minor in it, and they change it again." Ford
The sophomore has 591 yards on the year
says UNC is very much like Wake Forest
and is averaging 5.1 yards per carry.
in that they play with much finesse..
Johnson, a 6-foot-l, 250-pound fullback,
Because Saturday's contest is regionally
is third in rushing for UNC, with 323 yards
televised, it will begin at 12:35 p.m. instead
and a 4.4 yards per carry average.
of 1 p.m.
The Tar Heel quarterback is Rod Elkins.
Elkins was 13th in passing efficiency in the
nation before the Oklahoma game.
Protecting Elkins on the offensive line
are All-America candidates Ron Wooten at
guard and Rick Donnalley at center.
by Susan Glover
staff writer

Kickoff is 12:35 p.m.

'

tiger picks
guest picker
Maria Steigler
layout and design editor, chronicle
Clemson
LSU
Georgia
Auburn
USC
Army
Furman
Duke
Georgia Tech
Florida Slate

The Games
1. UNC at Clemson ( + 32)
2. LSU (+18) at Alabama
3. Georgia at Florida ( + 6)
4. Southern Mississippi (+ 5) at Auburn
5. Citadel (+41) at USC
6. Air Force at Army
7. Davidson (+ 12) at Furman
8. Wake Forest at Duke
9. Notre Dame at Georgia Tech ( + 46)
10. VPI (+ 15) at Florida State

chuck kelley (56-24)
sports editor, taps
Clemson
LSU
Florida
Southern Miss
Citadel
Army
Furman
Wake Forest
Georgia Tech
Florida State

mike marzec (51-29)
circulation manager
Clemson
Alabama
Georgia
Southern Miss
Citadel
Army
Furman
Wake Forest
Georgia Tech
Florida State

helen pitts (47-33)
assistant news editor
UNC
Alabama
Florida
Southern Miss

use
Air Force
Furman
Duke
Georgia Tech
VPI

william pepper (54-26)
news editor
Clemson
Alabama
Georgia
Southern Miss
Citadel
Army
Furman
Wake Forest
Georgia Tech
Florida State

don rimi (53-27)
staff photographer
Clemson
Alabama
Georgia
Southern Miss
Citadel
Army
Furman
Wake Forest
Georgia Tech
VPI

keith mattison (51-29) Charles bolchoz (49-31)
business manager
entertainment editor
Clemson
Clemson
Alabama
LSU
Georgia
Georgia
Auburn
Auburn
Citadel
Citadel
Air Force
Army
Furman
Furman
Duke
Wake Forest
Georgia Tech
Georgia Tech
Florida State
Florida State

richard brooks (45-35)
editor in chief
Clemson
LSU
Florida
Auburn
Citadel
Army
Furman
Wake Forest
Georgia Tech
Florida State

van mattison (52-28)
managing editor
Clemson
LSU
Georgia
Southern Miss
Citadel
Army
Furman
Duke
Notre Dame
Florida State

susan ellington (51-29)
office manager
Clemson
LSU
Georgia
Auburn
Citadel
Army
Furman
Duke
Georgia Tech
Florida State

hugh hunsucker (47-33)
features editor
Clemson
Alabama
Florida
Auburn
Citadel
Air Force
Furman
Wake Forest
Georgia Tech
Florida State

cobb oxford (47-33)
sports editor
Clemson
Alabama
Florida
Southern Miss
Citadel
Army
Furman
Wake Forest
Notre Dame
Florida State

dana hanson (44-36)
copy editor
UNC
LSU
Georgia
Auburn
USC
Air Force
Furman
Duke
Georgia Tech
Florida State

holly humor (32-48)

priscilla bunion (45-35)
copy editor
Clemson
LSU
Georgia
Auburn
USC
Air Force
Furman
Duke
Georgia Tech
VPI

ad manager
UNC
Alabama
Florida
Auburn
USC
Army
Davidson
Duke
Notre Dame
Florida State

TRY ON A PAIR
BAUSCH & LOMB SOFLENS
It's a whole new
experience.
They can be yours at
an affordable price.

ONLY s195*

Soft, flexible, and
comfortable
Easy to wear right from
the start.
Don't pop out easily
Instant fitting

Exam, lenses, heat care kit,
1 year Service Agreement
For your FREE TRIAL comfort demonstration call

Drs. Bell, Watson, & Jenkins, P.A.
WE RECOMMEND AND SUPPLY BAUSCH & LOMB LENS CARE AND PRODUCTS

210 N. Pine St.
Seneca
882-3338
'Standard B&L

110 N. Catherine St.
Walhalla
SOFLENS

(polymacon)
Contact Lenses

638-9505
Ultra & Hyper Thin
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JUST FOR YOU
CHRISTMAS COMES EARLY
FROM CHANELO'S

FREE PIZZA
FROM OPENING TO CLOSING
EVERY MONDAY STARTING THIS MONDAY,
NOV. 10, THRU MONDAY, DEC. 1

FREE PIZZA
Buy one 10-inch pizza of your choice and
get the second 10-ineh pizza of your choice

ABSOLUTELY FREE!

ii

DINE IN

CARRY OUT

DIAL 654-6990

FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY

THE HUNGRY NUMBER

107 COLLEGE AVE., TIGER CAPITAL

THIS FRIDAY & SATURDAY, NOV. 7 & 8

SANDCASTLE
A GREAT BAND
BACK AGAIN
FOR A GREAT
WEEKEND
COME EARLY
FOR LOW
DRINK PRICES 7 ■ 8

COMING SOON TO THE CORPORATION

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 12

FOR LADIES ONLY

THE PETER ADONIS
FANTASY SHOW
DOORS OPEN AT 6:30
SHOW STARTS 7:30
PLAN TO BE HERE EARLY
*************

DRINK PRICES 6:30-9:30
MIXED'DRINKS 75<p
BEER 500
DRAFT 25<P

FOXY BOXIN'

*******************

A NEW TYPE OF LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

GUYS ADMITTED AFTER 10

A FANTASY YOU
SHOULDN'T MISS

